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persona

His one man shows include - Belgaum
(1993); Dharwad (1994); Bangalore (1999,
2000); Mumbai (2002); Art 2 day Gallery,
Pune (2008) Pratima’s Art Gallery Banga-
lore (2009). His group exhibitions and art
camps are as follows - Saptaranga, Belgaum
(1995-96); Community Amity Camp organ-
ised by “SahityaSamvada”, Belgaum; “Kala-
payana” Dharwad, Belgaum, Bijapur, Gadag
(1998); Selected for exhibition in Karnataka
Lalitkala Academy, Bangalore – Bijapur
(1994-1998); Easel Art Gallery, Chennai
(2000); Vinyas Art Gallery, Chennai (2000);
Salarjung Museum, Hyderbad (2000); Exhi-
bition conducted by Kannada University,
Hampi at Dharwad, (2000); Jawaharlal
Nehru Medical College, Belgaum; K. K.
Hebbar Art Foundation, Mumbai held at Bi-
japur; All India selected artists exhibition at
Cochin 2002; SharanApparao Gallery,
Chennai; Karnataka Lalitkala Academy “Su-
varna Karnataka”, Artist Camp, Belgaum
2007; Swasti Art Gallery, Bangalore (2009);
Art Themes, Techniques: Works based on
the native culture attempts to record in art
how the native culture equates itself with the
new challenges thrown by the whirlwind of
globalisation. 

His publications – 1 - “Gandhi Viruddha
Gandhi” – Play (1998) Original in Marathi
by: AjitDalavi, Boon Publication, Belgaum
– This Play, staged by “Rangayana” of
Mysore is a big success and still running. 2
- “B. K. Hubli” – Life and Art (1999) kar-
natakaLalitkaka Academy, Publication Ban-
galore. 3 - “Waarasa” collection of short
stories (2000) Maa Print Publishers, Banga-
lore. 4 - “NinnaMeleSittillaMayi” – Trans-

lation of selected Marathi stories (2005)
AnandkandaGranthamale, Malladihalli. 5 -
“BannaBayalu” Art Criticism (2002) Har-
shaPrakashan, Hubli. 6 - “Paying Guest” –
Play (2003) Original in Marathi by Abhi-
ramBhadkamkar, Surya Prakashan, Malladi-
halli.7 - “Kannada SwayamBodhini” (A
Kannada learner for Marathi Speakers)
(2003) Kannada develop Authority, Banga-
lore. 8 - “Neralugalu” – Novel (2004) Orig-
inal in Marathi by JayavantDalavi
SuryaPrakashana, Malladihalli. 9 -
“OdalUriyaHottu” – Collection of short sto-
ries (2004), CVG Publication, Bangalore. 10
- “Marathi KaidigalaKavithegalu” – Collec-
tions of Poems, written by common prison-
ers in Maharashtra prisons (2004). 11 -
“Dishantara” – Play (2006) Sirivara-
Prakashana, Bangalore. This play is being
succesfully staged by “Samudaya” Dhar-
wad. 12 - “TereSaridaMele” – Articles on
Theatre (2006) K. S. Mudappa Memorial
Trust, Bangalore.13 - “BannaNannaKanno-
lage” (Articles on Visual Art) (2007), K. S.
Muddappa Memorial Trust, Bangalore. 14 -
“Gandhi – Ambedkar – Play (2007) Original
in Marathi by: PremanandGajvi.
DaminiPrakashan, Bangalore. 15 - “Gandhi
Viruddha Gandhi – Play (2006) Second Edi-
tion, Vinuta Shreya Prakashan, Belgaum.  16
- “Dishantara”- Play (2009) Second Edition,
DaminiSahitya Bangalore. 17 -
“ChougaleKathegalu”-Short Story Collec-
tion(Revised Edition) –2008. 18 - “Paying
Guest”-Play (2008) Second Edition, Origi-
nal in marathi by AbhiramBhadakamkar,
Daminisahitya Bangalore. 19 -
“Chouranga”- A Collection of Seminar Arti-
cles on D.S.Chougale’s Literary works, Ed-

ited by: Shirish Joshi (2008) DaminiSahitya,
Bangalore. 20 - ‘Kasturaba’ – A Play – 2009.
21 - DaminiSahitya, Bangalore

His Awards  –  1. Two prestigious awards in
recognition of promoting Kannada, Marathi
Amity. 2. “Ananad Kanda” Award by 113
years old Karnataka VidyavardhakaSangh,
Dharwad. 3. Prestigious “VaradarajAdya”
Award by Mumbai Karnataka Sangh.
3(a)Goruru Literature Award for Gandhi
Viruddha Gandhi (1998).3(b) Belgaum Dis-
trict SahityaPratishtan Award (1999). 4.
“Ranna” Sahitya Award for “Waarasa”. 5.
Vishveshwarayya Award for Art.(2000).
6.Ajoor Literary award for “OdalUriya-
Hottu” (2005). 7. “Waarasa” bagged Lahari
Award by Chennai Kannada Balaga. 8.
Tushar – HMT award for Sthityanatara
(Short story).9. Epic award of Jolar-
darashiDoddanagouda for “Dishantara”
Play. 10. Prestigious “Chaduranga” award
for “Dishantara” play. 11. Honoured by Kar-
nataka AnuvadaSahitya Academy,
‘GouravaPrashasti ‘ Bangalore during 2008.

Other Details - 1.A study of Kannada
Marathi Theatre.2. Articles and interviews
on Marathi Dalit Literature and authors.3.
Contributing articles on theatre and visual
arts.4. Presentation of lectures and essays at
Indian Institute and Languages, Mysore,
Karnataka Lalitkala Academy, Nataka and
Sahitya Academy.5. Sharing thoughts of
Kannada Marathi theatre.6. Criticism on
Marathi plays.7. Short stories translated in
to English, Marathi.8. Several interviews on
TV Channels.9. Interview on Uday TV in
Parts.10. Direct Phone in programme on
DD, Bangalore.11. Study on “The female
sensibility in North Karnataka Art”. Under
UGC scheme.12. Short story selected for
Karantaka University, Dharwad, BA Basic
test.13. “Gandhi Viruddha Gandhi” was
staged by the “Rangayana” of Mysore in
New Delhi’s NSD’s very first drama
festival.14. Gandhi – Ambedkar is being
staged by the “Natana Troupe of Mysore”.
This play was performed in all the three Na-
tional Drama Festivals held at Thiruvanant-
puram, Mumbai and Sanehalli.15.
“Chouranga (D.S. Chougale’s) Four days
Drama Festival, Solo exhibition and seminar
was held at Belgaum recently.16. “Kas-
turaba” – Drama being staged by Prisoners,
Central Prison, Mysore at various places all
over Karnataka.

       Dr. D. S. Chougale          
Team Reviews is honoured by the presence of
a sensitive and prolific writer, artist and transla-
tor Dr. D. S. Chougale. His painting "Devdasi"
on the cover of this issue has conferred new

energy to our magazine. 
Born on 10th June, 1961, DrChougale is an

eminent Playwright, a self-taught Artist, Art-Critic, Story Writer
and Translator. (Ex. Member, Karnataka Natak Academy, Banga-
lore/ Ex member, Karnataka Lailtha Kala Academy, Bangalore/
Member, RangaSamaj, For Rangayana, Govt of Karnataka) His
website -http://www.dschougaleartgallery.com He pursued his
Master’s in Kannada from Karnataka University, Dharwad. Cur-
rently, he is engaged in teaching as a Grade Lecturer in Kannada

at BhauraoKakatkar College, Belgaum.
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Women in
Dictionary
by Prof.Karabi Hazarika/ 
Purbanchal Prakash

Reviewed by Dr.Ratan Bhattacharjee, Associate Professor
and Chairperson, Post Graduate Dept of English, Dum
Dum Motijheel College, West Bengal State University,
Kolkata. He is a Freelancer and regular contributor of
The Eastern Chronicle, The Statesman, guest columnist
of The Assam Tribune and few other national newspapers
and journals. He is an Editor of few International Jour-
nals and a poet as well.  

Karabi Hazarika’s recently published book Women in Dic-
tionary is a scholarly attempt to find ‘a room of one’s own’.
The study of dictionary never before emerges as a feminist
discourse as it occurs in her book. A dictionary is the con-
fluence of both language and literature. In her book Women
in Dictionary Prof.  Hazarika attempts to analyse some
women-related words from a few selected English and As-
samese Dictionaries to find out how women have been pre-
sented in a male-dominated society over the centuries. She
has included in her discourse   Dr. Johnson’s A Dictionary
of the English Language (1755), The Oxford English Dic-
tionary (1989), Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary
(2010), Hemkosh(1900) , Hemkosh(2011) and Asomiya
Jatiyo Abhidhan (2010-12).
In her perceptive study of the impact of sexist terminology
in various spheres of life, she excellently observes: “Though
it is claimed that the status of women in the Assamese so-
ciety is quite high in comparison to the other societies of
India, the language itself is not out of the influence of sexist
terminology which are totally biased and dominated by the

male folk.” Karabi Hazarika’s book is a kind of challenge to
the patriarchal society and is more than a mere feministic
reading of lexical presentation of women and female life in
varied dimensions. “Rich in details, extremely well docu-
mented and argued, Women in Dictionary makes a chal-
lenging and pleasant reading, as well as an engaging travel
through the universe of patriarchy, where language betrays
the imposition of male supremacy”- observes Professor Elis-
abetta Marino of the University of Rome, Tor Vergata, in
her foreword to Women in Dictionary which is going to be
one of the literary milestones of Assamese –English litera-
ture and as well as of women literature. Her simplicity is
deceptive as she focuses on a number of complicated issues
in her study of these dictionaries. As a human being both
men and women share the same natural  resources, geo-
graphical space , but unfortunately as a being  they live in
two different  worlds. The comparative study of Hemkosh
1st and 14th edition along with Asomiya Jatiyo Abhidhan
is quite interesting and scholarly. In every Assamese dic-
tionary, there are many words to explain the beauty of a

Sexist Terminology in Varied Spheres of Assamese Life:  Women in Dictionary
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woman – Aparupa, Dhowola ,
Priyadarshini, Bamura,  Manjurani,
Romoni, Rupoi,  Lilawati, Sushismita,
Shuni, Shromona Anupama andSun-
dari. The detailed descriptions of all
these words reveal the deep analytical
perception of the author who probes
deeper into their nuances and conno-
tation. She observes that Assamese
language is not free from the influence
of sexist terminology in various
spheres of life. She claims, ‘Though it
is claimed  that the status of women in
the Assamese society  is quite  high in
comparison  to the other societies of
India, the language itself  is not out of
the influence  of sexist terminology
which are totally biased and domi-
nated by the  male folk “. She has
given some examples daini, o’soti,
beisya, ardhangini, mahimak, sotini,
contrasted with words used for men,
satampurushia, uttarpurush, baapati-
satisaahon, jubasakti, dekasakti,
chhatrasakti, natun purush. What
emerges from the study of the terms in
the dictionaries, is that cultural ideas,
symbols, norms, and values play a sig-
nificant role in the creation of women’s
images and the differentiation of gen-
der roles. Prof. Karabi in a lighter vein
commented: “Like other parts of India,
Assam also followed the law pre-
scribed by Manu.” Women have to de-
vote their lives from early girlhood to
find a husband and to bear children for
him. Hoggs and Abrams clearly de-
scribe how the power and status rela-
tion between groups bear on social
identity: the dominant groups in soci-
ety have the power and the status to
impose the dominant value system
and ideology which serves to legitimize
and perpetuate the status quo. Prof.
Karabi establishes successfully that
“dictionary definitions are full of no-
tions reflecting the culture and social
climate of the time in which they were
written."
Dr. Rinita Mazumder, Asst. Prof of

Philosophy & Cultural Studies, Cen-
tral New Mexico  Community College,
University of New Mexico, in her blurb
wrote justifiably: “ This book explores
the way women  are depicted  in the
lexical  discourse , which in turn shows
the negative  position of women in cul-
ture  and society”. The book has eight
valuable chapters in which two are de-
voted to Hemkosh (1900) and (2011).
Hemkosh is believed to the first As-
samese dictionary and here we get a
brief history of the Dictionaries in As-
samese language. What is interesting
is the feminist approach to Hemkosh.
Word choices often reflect unconscious
assumptions about gender roles.
Words related in this dictionary make
it clear how women were placed or
treated during the 19th century in the
Assamese society. All social interaction
is gender oriented, and gendered social
interaction is guided by status and po-
sitions people occupy and roles, the be-
havior associated with a status. In
Assamese society women enjoy consid-
erable freedom compared to the
women of the other parts of the coun-
try, but here also they are denied their
deserving positions, dignity and equal-
ity. Words like Angana, Anugaman,
Opeswara, Kutni, Akuti, Gabhoru or
Osati reveal this impact of inequality.
At a time when “Assam was domi-
nated by medieval conservatism,
women generally remained confined to
their homes, while their spouses were
free to enjoy life without any hin-
drance” (P.120). Prof. Hazarika points
out: “In pre-independent Assam, all
they had to do was to devote their lives
from early girlhood to find a husband
and bearing children for him. There
was no way she could even dream
about herself except as her children’s
mother or her husband’s wife.” Here
the study of dictionary becomes a ver-
itable social document on gender dis-
crimination. Elsewhere we find Prof
Hazarika’s observation: “Going

through the words related to women in
this latest edition of the Hemkosh, it
is found that this dictionary has in-
cluded some words which are obsolete
and are not used any more. The inclu-
sion of these gender sensitive words
like Bondhura, Bare Bhotori, Bare Mo-
tori, Bondhoki, Bonsura , Sopola or
Manjika without referring to them as
outdated  definitely reflects  the chau-
vinistic attitude  of the compiler who
represents a section of Assamese pop-
ulation who are yet to develop  a posi-
tive attitude towards  women.” Thus
we find that cultural ideas, symbols,
norms and values play a significant
role in the creation of women’s images
and the differentiation of gender
roles.”(P.145).
Many feminists argue that the lan-
guage rules are rigged and need to be
reorganized and reinvigorated. Every
year new words are added to standard
dictionaries, but the initial deficit of
language, it is argued, still haunts
women today. Prof. Hazarika focuses
beautifully on linguistic sexism which
is rooted in the real life social inequal-
ity between men and women. It may
be social in origin rather than linguis-
tic. In India as well as in Assam, there
is hardly any debate so far insisting on
gender-neutral language. This is due
to lack of gender consciousness and
awareness. It is an integral part of
global problem of gender inequality.
Dictionary definitions are full of no-
tions reflecting the culture and social
climate of the time in which they were
written. According to Roland Barthes,
a myth is a part of language, a type of
speech. The myth of ‘potibrata’ or
‘modesty’ reflects the interweaving of
culture and ideology. Barthes says
that language is a form of action, a
performance that creates and moulds
in diverse ways. This cultural attitude
towards women indicates male sexist
prejudices about women and thus the
language tends to reflect this. Prof.
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Whisper the Dead
by Alyxandra Harvey / Bloomsbury

Hazarika rightly points out that ‘it is nec-
essary for the lexicographer to warn the
dictionary user of the sensitivity of such
words.” (P.214)
Dictionaries of modern day with modern
outlook like the Oxford  Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary and the Asomiya
Jatiyo Abhidhan vow to eliminate  any
sexist bias in their vocabulary. Every
word is under the hammer and on anvil.
The great African writer  Ngugi Wa
Thiongo to whom Prof. Hazarika made a
reference, says in his book Decolonizing
the Mind: “ language carries culture  and
culture carries, particularly through ora-
tor, the entire bodies of values by which
we come to perceive ourselves and our
place  in the world. “ We live in a patriar-
chal world that values men over women.
Our language is a reflection of these val-
ues. Linguistic sexism is not only an eth-
ical problem but primarily a violation of
human rights. The book Women in Dic-
tionary ends with the warning: “Thus vul-
garisms and offensive words should not
be entered in dictionaries and defined ex-
plicitly. We wait for a good reception of
the book by the academicians and the re-
searchers all over India and globally too.
The book contains an impressive bibliog-
raphy at the end which enriches the con-
tent of the book. The binding and cover
page deserves all kudos and Jayant Bor-
mudoi commands respect for his art work
on the cover page. The readers and re-
searchers will be immensely benefitted by
the publication of this valuable book on
language and literature and credit goes to
the publisher Purbanchal Prakash,
Guwahati. Finally we may agree with
Professor Kausik Gupta , Ex-Vice Chan-
cellor, West Bengal State University  and
Social Scientist  that: “ Prof. Karabi Haz-
arika’s magnificently comprehensive
book Women in Dictionary provides an
authoritative  overview  of the major
ideas, periods  and movements iconised
in the words as well as images  of women
over the  years in Assamese literature vis
a vis  English literature.”

The second script of The Lovegrove legacy, Harvey brings many facets
and beauty of literary fiction through the pages of this exuberant novel; a
step ahead of the first book in the series. A vivid portrayal of imagination
of the human mind and an essence of grace is showcased through this pace

of writing.
As the plot advances,
cousins Gretchen, Emma
and Penelope are dealing
with what it means to be
a lovegrove. For Gretchen,
it means she often feels
that her head is going to
explode. As a whisperer,
Gretchen constantly
hears the whispers of the
witches’ spells, these in
some parts are funny,
though a bit irritating too
in parts. While whispers
help her to know when
her own spells are going
wrong, but on the other
side the incessant buzzing
and pain the whispers
cause makes it difficult to
use her gifts as a witch.
These sequences are a joy
to read, blended with sus-

pense at its apex. Not only this, Gretchen through her deeds in various
ways spreads the message of women empowerment too.
But when something evil starts to menace Mayfair, she tries to master
her powers. Along with her cousins, the character of Moira is worth to
mention, a madcap. Harvey brings out flawless romance through the irre-
sistible and magnetic Tobias Lawless, but the good thing is romance is not
the main ingredient of the recipe, like many other novels. It’s rather a sen-
sational merge of humour, romance, suspense, a fast paced cliff-hanger
plot, dark twists and other thrilling spices.
As the plot progresses, other characters are revealed through poetically
vibrant metaphors, strong and lyrical adjectives, yes, it’s hazy and confus-
ing in pieces but the other refreshing factors completely out shadows them.
It has everything for burning a little of your pocket. A different taste guar-
anteed for the readers with a spellbound experience. A must read for get-
ting the aroma of good literature.

Reviewed by: Partho Mishra, He lives in Dhanbad, Jharkhand and can be
contacted at parthomishra016@gmail.com 
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In a very less span of time, an emerging talent of the Indian Film
Industry, Ayushmann Khuranna has made his presence felt quite sig-
nificantly. He is an actor, singer, television anchor, a son, husband,
a father, a good human being and many more things in a single pack-
age, including the brand new avatar of a writer as well. 
In his recently published book Cracking the Code – My Journey

to Bollywood (Rupa Publications) Ayushmann has laid bare the ut-
most personal account of the struggle he went through in his life, in
order to make his presence felt, until he cracked the codes of success
in Bollywood. His journey is not yet done; he claims this as just a
beginning, which it is, indeed.   
In the very beginning of this book, he declares,

“Do you want to be rich? Do you want to be famous? Do you want
to be successful? If the answer is yes, then quit reading the book
right away. But if you are a lazy, easily bored or have some time to
kill, read on…”
He says it wrong. This book is much more than what the author
has said in the very first lines. There is a possibility that the readers
may take this book as a manual of becoming or making of a star,
which it is, indeed, but there is much more in the bag. This book is
firstly and essentially focused about the making of a good human
being and later on about a successful star, (which Ayushmann keeps
claiming, he is not).
Ayushmann has drafted his amusing journey from the beginning
of his early childhood, to his first ‘casual fame’ through channel
(V)’s show, Popstars, leading towards his experiences as a Roadie,
then his struggle, love and fame with films like Vicky Donor, Be-
wakoofiyan, Nautanki Sala  until his much awaited upcoming movie,
Hawaizada.  
Ayushmann’s struggle is different from the numerous dreamers
who go to Mumbai in order to be lost. It is so, because he believes
in self-confidence, rather than overconfidence, which eats up dreams
and lives as well.   
Karan Johar speculates the essence of this book really well. In his
words, this book is “[O]ne of the most personal accounts of how an
insider not only managed to get the proverbial foot in the door, but
also opened the doors and hearts of an industry that doesn’t usually
welcome unknown last names… [A] genuinely compelling read.”
The book may be read in a single sitting, because the experiences,
passions, humility and insightfulness of Khurrana keeps you chained.
Book Blurb:
So you love the spotlight and drama of Bollywood, and want to

make it your life. But what is the right time to become a professional
actor? What sort of hindrances are you likely to face as you make
your way through the film and television industry? Where will this
road take you? And, most importantly, how do you make it happen?
In Cracking the Code, Ayushmann Khurrana—actor, singer and

television personality—tries to answer these questions and outlines
a step-by-step guide to making it big in tinsel town, drawing on his
personal experiences as a rising star in Bollywood. Supported by
anecdotes from his own life—his transition from a reality TV star to
a distinctive voice on Big FM; from getting a break in soap operas
to becoming the highest-paid host of reality shows on television;
from dealing with failed auditions to finally landing the coveted lead
role in hit film Vicky Donor; and struggling to juggle his new-found
success with his family life—Ayushmann identifies and shares the
patterns he has noticed on the road to becoming a successful movie
star.
Honest, witty and insightful, Cracking the Code offers a rare in-

sider’s look into the film industry as it stands today, and tries to sim-
plify the process of getting a break in Bollywood. 
Ayushmann Khurrana is an award-winning Indian film actor, singer
and television anchor whose debut film, Vicky Donor, was critically
acclaimed and a huge commercial success. Tahira Kashyapis a pro-
fessor of mass communication and journalism in Mumbai and the
author of two books. She also writes and directs plays in Chandigarh,
her hometown.

Cracking the Code – 
My Journey to 
Bollywood

by Ayushmann Khurrana and Tahira
Kashyap/ Rupa Publications

Reviewed by Varsha Singh 
Managing Editor | Reviews



The purpose of fiction has always
been to entertain, but entertainment is
not the only motive in totality. It carries
much greater responsibility of envelop-
ing and dealing with the aspects of so-
cial, cultural, personal, and impersonal
narratives including numerous facts
and several facets of lives we live in.
Rupa Publications’ Ananya – a bitter-

sweet journey written by Shilpa Gupta
is such a work of fiction, which deals
with one of the most sensitive and com-
plicated phase of a complete genera-
tion, (the teenagers) – who are usually
caught between the webs of their de-
manding career as well as the dilemmas
and surges of their age, growing up in
today’s troubled times and society,
wherein people keep nagging around
the ubiquitous nets of modernity and
most often ‘mistaken moder-
nity’. It also raises a tremen-
dous question towards the
attitude which is carried on by
the parents of recent times,
those who keep busy in making
their career and money; how-
ever, in the meantime, they lose
their children.
The novel essentially fo-
cusses on a young and talented
girl – Ananya Sharma, whose
aspirations are bigger than any
other regular teenage-girl-next-
door. Being a regular topper of
her class, she enjoys competing
with boys, rather than getting with them into
the romantic spheres.
Instead of her passion towards math and
science, and complete focus on cracking the
IIT entrance exams, she could not run away
from her growing age, of course. Ananya’s
best friend Mohini’s handsome and charm-
ing brother Rohit enters as the distraction in
her life and she witnesses the streaming
change within herself, later claiming to be in
love.
I found myself thinking about Rohit often.

I would catch myself daydreaming and with
some effort force my thoughts back to my
studies. I wanted to ace my exams and make

Papa proud. I admired him so much and so
desperately wanted to be an engineer like
him. I wanted to be a civil engineer so that I
could build bridges, roads, and huge build-
ings. I always envisioned myself with a hel-
met, on a construction site, looking very
important and commanding my team on var-
ious operations.
But what she receives by the other end is
not trust and affection, rather the dosage of
longing and betrayal. She is left pregnant at
the tender age of seventeen to face the atro-
cious world.  
‘Rohit, you have put me in the most impos-

sible situation and instead of standing by me,

you are washing your hands off this. I
just don’t know what to do, please un-
derstand that I cannot ask anyone else
for help. This is not America. My life is
totally messed up – I feel like there is
no point in living anymore!’
People start looking down at same the
girl, who once used to be looked upon
as a pride. She suddenly discovers her-
self on the wrong side of the world,
which may not allow her comeback to-
wards the normal life. She further wit-
nesses the fault lines in her parents’
relationship as well, which threatens
her from within.
But the story is not all about the pains.
After falling many times in order to
make a return and purpose to her life,
she goes through many difficult phases,
all alone, from inside. She keeps fail-
ing. But with the support of her family
and friends, Ananya fights back with
greater strength this time in order to
stroll back to her life, finding new rea-

sons to live, after discovering
the larger than life picture of
humanity.
This novel deals with an in-
credibly striking and candid
representation of the changing
world of a teenager’s life.
Mainak Dhar, bestselling au-
thor of the Alice in Deadline
series quotes about this book
quite effectively, saying –
“Through Ananaya’s story, we
get not only the story of self-
discovery and triumph of a
young girl, but also the
hypocrisy and prejudices of

modern Indian society when it comes to
women.”
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Ananya
a bittersweet journey
by Shilpa Gupta/ Rupa Publications

Why do we read/write
fiction?

Reviewed by Varsha Singh

About the Author-
A chemical engineer from IIT Roor-
kee, Shilpa Gupta holds a post-
graduate degree in management
from IIM Ahmedabad. While she
has many published financial re-
search papers to her credit,

Ananyamarks her debut into the
world of fiction.  
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The Sixties. The colorful and uncannily dangerous Sixties.
Nothing can describe the character of the age so aptly (of
course, when decontextualized from its immediate referent)
than the famous lines from A Tale of Two Cities: “It was the
best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of
belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair…”. The countercultural
and revolutionary forces effecting, both ways, fundamental
changes in life across the globe also swept over India, espe-
cially Calcutta (now Kolkata, generally acknowledged as
its cultural capital) in that murky Sixties. Here it came in
the form of the Naxalite Movement. In 1967, the insurgent
Naxalbari, a remote village in the Darjeeling District,
tucked into the foothills of Himalayas, set ablaze the dis-
sent’s voice throughout West Bengal, particularly Calcutta.
Its lanes bore witness to those ‘bloody’ days of revolution,
to how the city’s intellectual hubs- its universities, colleges
– fell under its great sway under the leadership of Charu
Majumdar and Kanu Sanyal, and how the revolutionaries
attempted a mass mobilization against the local authorities
in the hope of a better world and what price ultimately they
had to pay in the hands of the repressive state forces for
such a dream.
Many literary exponents have turned, from different sub-
ject positions, to this potent revolutionary field to capture
its various shades. While works like Samaresh Majumdar’s
Kaalbela and Neel Mukherjee’s The Lives of Others give an
almost full length detail of the Naxalite Movement,
Jhumpa Lahiri’s The Lowland does not only project snip-
pets of the fatalistic movement but also telescopes the
repercussions the movement had in personal life, highlight-
ing the political imbricating the personal. Of course, Lahiri,
here, continues with her favorite themes of diasporic dis-
placement and alienation in lesser degree, but  this extra
dimension of the effect of political in the personal sphere is
something both new and radical, setting her work apart not
only from the works by the two mentioned but also from
her previous ones. It is a saga of love, endured and survived
even after the physical bond is severed.
The novel begins with an objective but precise detailing
of a lowland, spanning a few acres in Tollygunge (a place in
south Calcutta), of Tolly Club so as to initiate the reader
into the very much personal lives of two Mitra Brothers –
Subhash and Udayan – in a small enclave by this lowland.
The narrative, sometimes elliptical, complicated, with
shifts more than often from present to past and vice versa,
introduces the reader with the childhood days of these two
brothers, so much different in their susceptibilities but

again complimenting each other as if they are ‘mirror im-
ages’: “Sitting over the chessboard they were mirror im-
ages: one leg bent, the other splayed out, chins propped on
their knees”, the narratorial voice comments. While Sub-
hash is more restraint and cautious; Udayan is a daredevil

Reviewed by Soumen Jana, Assistant Professor of English,
Subarnarekha Mahavidyalaya, Gopiballavpur and 
Research Scholar, Department of English, Vidyasagar 
University, Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal, India

Jhumpa Lahiri’s 

The Lowland
Random House India
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and adventurous. But one is incom-
plete without the other. We come to
know both the brothers move to differ-
ent colleges, befriending different
pupils there (Subhash to Jadavpur
University and Udayan to Calcutta
University): Udayan gradually drifts
towards leftist ideology and is finally
hooked to the roaring tide of the Nax-
alites, Subhas leaves for America to
study marine chemistry. This branch-
ing out at different directions shows
their inherent differences, but, as
mentioned already, their mutual un-
derstanding and complementing each
other dismantle any reading along the
line of archetypal sibling rivalry. How-
ever, the narrative occasionally offers
glimpses of the partition days, criss-
crossing the narratives of their grow-
ing up in those after partition days.
Again, there is reportage of events
from both national and international
history, leaving the reader be deluded
or read it like more of chronicle ini-
tially than anything else.
But that it is not meant to be a
chronicle of political facts or a political
uprising becomes clear as the story
takes a sudden twist, much before the
book reaches its middle, in Udayan’s
death following this boisterous Mitra
lad’s involvement in that Leninist-
Marxist Naxalite Movement. From
now on, it focuses more on the psycho-
logical ebb and flow of its character, of
showing how this single event is to af-
fect other characters and events
henceforth. Shocked at the news of his
brother’s death, Subhash returns
home to sooth his parents’ heart but
only to find himself unwelcomed, and
moved by the fear that widowed Gauri,
whom his brother married much
against the displeasure of his parents,
would face a life of hardship, he mar-
ries her again to his parents’ objec-
tions. The narrative, henceforth,
concentrates more austerely on the
repercussions of personal choices on

the agents themselves and on their
near and dear ones too. Udayan’s po-
litical choice has cost him his life, left
his parents in irretrievable loss and
shock they can never overcome, left
Gauri alone, bearing their child in her
womb. Now this choice of Subhash
bears its own kind of fruits. It alien-
ates him further from his parents. And
so far his newly-wedded relationship
with Gauri is concerned; it ultimately
turns out to be the case of a disjointed
couple, ever in search of love to dawn
upon. Though Gauri agrees to marry
him and moves to Rhode Island, she is
a girl more at ease with philosophy,
finds liberation under the alien sky,
stats pursuing higher studies, ulti-
mately moves to California to lead a
pure sequestered life in the academia
on her own liking.
The second half of the novel – after
Gauri gives birth to Bela– becomes
more psychologically incisive and
poignant. Here Lahiri’s prose is so con-
trolled, brilliantly precise and at the
same time emotionally so exhilarating.
The issue of parenthood, her relation-
ship with Bela, with her past, with
ghostly presence of Udayan’s memory
and more importantly, with Subhash,
now her lawful husband – all these are
explored compellingly enough to pro-
vide us with contours of experiences
the characters sometimes hold back
verbally. The dark secrets in their
hearts, though closed to the other
characters, are unspooled before the
readers through plain, suggestive,
easy-to-understand language. The
narrative beautifully captures the tra-
jectory where Subhash, not the biolog-
ical father of Bela, almost occupies the
‘fatherly space’, executing all those du-
ties a father should do, Gauri, the bio-
logical mother seems to be detached,
gradually drifting away from Bela,
from all parental concerns and rather
erecting an insulated home in her ac-
ademic research. Towards the end

where Gauri stands isolated from all,
her portrayal not only attracts readers’
pity for what she has done, for her and
only her choices, Lahiri, through an
astute exteriorization of her thoughts,
makes sure she has a ground for her
actions/decisions. Though sometimes a
reader may feel the portrayal of her
character is failing, sometimes inade-
quate, Lahiri, apart from this objec-
tion, cuts a fine figure in matters of
characterization: the portrayal of Sub-
hash is dealt with sensibly and deftly.
The lowland with the description of
which the novel begins remains a con-
stant recurring motif throughout the
story. It works as marker of change in
a rapidly changing scenario of a city.
But not only has that, it, cutting
across the barriers of time and space,
become a potent symbol, a haunting
presence to the characters. Moreover,
on stylistic aspect of the novel, it can
be said that the beauty of the text lies
in its taut structure, restraint but
easy-to-follow language, self-assured
prose studded with bridled eloquence,
and its suspenseful narratival pattern.
The psychological aspect adds a spe-
cial charm to it. The impersonal style
of its narrative may sometimes read
like a journalistic view but this de-
tached, matter-of-fact nature brings
its own kind of elegance, providing an
impartial take on and description of
the characters and events. Though
sometimes narrative may appear a bit
stretched, it is absorbing otherwise.
Covering almost four generations of a
family, Lahiri’s The Lowland, which
has won recently the DSC Prize for
South Asian Literature (2014), is,
as the back cover of the book says, “a
tale of two brothers bound by tragedy,
a fiercely brilliant woman haunted by
her past, a country torn by revolution,
and a love that lasts long past death”.
And its finely-pitched absorbing nar-
rative showcases one of the best story-
tellers with Midas touch.
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There was a time when Midnight’s Children was being
written not just by a person, but by a nation; here comes
another time when another narrative of modern India has
taken birth from the womb of a nation, instead of a mind.
Rajkamal Jha’s novel She Will Build Him A City published
by Bloomsbury India is such a saga which tells multiple
tales entwined into one grand narrative; just like this na-
tion - India, known for its oneness and plurality; divided by
states, united by a nation.
The story is about the midnight’s grandchildren as well
as the great grandchildren of the same night, who are out
there on the streets of a city (which is going through the
process of mallification) in order to build their own des-
tinies. It is all visible in the pages of this book. The urge is
clear; to tell a tale which has been craving to come out since
quite some time.
The narrative begins with three different tales, of a
Woman, a Man and a Child, enveloping various identities,
ideas, viewpoints, emotions such as - love, horror, grief,
guilt, destiny, belonging and forgiveness, altogether, but

emerges as a single, unified tale by its edge. 
The story begins where it ends; as the capital city Delhi
covers itself with the quilt of night, the woman - a mother,
spins tales from her past for her sleeping daughter.
“This, tonight, is a summer night, hot, gathering dark, and
that is a winter afternoon, cold, falling light, when you are
eight years nine years old, when you come running to me,
jumping commas skipping breadth, and you say, Ma, may I
ask you something and I say, of course, baby, you  may ask
me anything … “
Now an adult, her child is a puzzle with a million pieces,
whom she hopes, through her words and her love, to some-
how make whole again.
“Tonight is thirty years forty years later.
So quiet is this little house that I can hear, from upstairs,
through the walls of the room in which you are lying, the
drop of your tear, the rush of your breadth.
One’s like rain, the other wind, they both make me shiver.”
Meanwhile, a young man, thirty years, thirty—five years
old, rides the last train from Rajiv Chowk Station and
dreams of murder.
“He is going to kill and he is going to die.
That’s all we know for now, let’s see what happens in be-
tween.”
The narration is postmodern, indeed; as incidents keep
merging from past and present, enveloping the technique
of flashback, most importantly.
In another corner of the city, a newborn wrapped in a
blood-red towel lies on the steps of an orphanage as his
mother walks away.
“The night is so hot the moon shines like the sun, its light
as bloodless white as bone, casting a cold shadow of a
woman as she steps off an autorickshaw, carrying her new-
born wrapped in a thin, blood-red towel, tells its driver to
wait, walks up Little House, a home for children,, orphaned

She Will
Build Him A

City
by Raj Kamal Jha / Bloomsbury
Reviewed by Varsha Singh / Managing Editor, Reviews
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and destitute, leaves the baby on its doorstep,
turns and walks away into a wind, slight but
searing, that slaps her in the face and fills her
eyes with water.
An essential and interesting instance is put
together in the novel through a red balloon.
As this thirty years, thirty—five years old
man tries to get into a relationship with a
beggar girl who sells red balloon; it immedi-
ately strikes a linking cord with a short
French film Le Ballon Rouge (The Red Bal-
loon) by Albert Lamorisse. Similar to the lit-
tle boy in the film, the man anticipates the
balloon girl flying with him in the sky taking
him on a ride over the city.
It also relates to the famous song "Girl with
the Red Balloon" written by John Paul White
and Joy Williams, as well as with the widely
acclaimed painting - “Girl with a Balloon” by
Banksy.
The characters of Jha develop as develops
his city – it becomes a character in itself.  
Intriguing, intense and intricate, this may
seem as the story of a city and its people; but
in reality, it is the story of a nation and its
people.
Raj Kamal Jha has expertly blurred the di-
vision between the narrator and the narrated.
His tricks are upright and probably make one
turn back the pages to confirm themselves
twice, thrice. His language is effortless but
layered into manifolds. As a reader of this
novel, it becomes essential to be doubly sure,
what has been read just the past page.
His reliance on narrative techniques such as
fragmentation, paradox, and the unreliable
narrator are capable enough to deceive the
readers while going through the revelations
of the “New India”.

The blurb of Raj Kamal Jha’s She Will Build
Him A City clarifies the soul of its narrative
very well - There are twenty million bodies in
this city, but the stories of this woman, man,
and child--of a secret love that blossoms in the
shadows of grief, of a corrosive guilt that
taints the soul, and of a boy who maps his
own destiny--weave in and out of the lives of
those around them to form a dazzling kalei-
doscope of a novel.

Skylines
by Neelam Saxena Chandra / 

Authorspress

Neelam Saxena Chan-
dra's Skylines pub-
lished by Authorspress
gives a new hope and
new wings to the field of
creative writing; espe-
cially when the market
seems jam packed with
cheesy, pop-fictions.
The author comes out
successfully engrossing with her narrative ability, mainly, due
to her flamboyant portrayal of women, which is rare to find.
Neelam's women are intrepid, factual, sincere and many
things at same time. The fourteen short stories of this collec-
tion are unique and creatively rich in every sense.
Revolving around women protagonists, the stories are por-
trayal of several encounters, experiences and circumstances
of the many lives lived by women, touching our real lives. You
may find them everywhere. But one needs to have keen eyes
to notice the subtle encounters; Neelam has the eyes, indeed.
The writing style of Neelam Saxena Chandra is not re-
pressed in any sense. Her strength lies is her simplicity. It is
only through her simple words and phrases, she makes it sure
to give a strong social message to each and every person of
this society who believe in taking women for granted.
This book will be remembered for its difference rather than
similarity with the trend of contemporary writings of our
time.

Reviewed by Varsha Singh
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Goodreads blurb: Sunheri and Suhana—twin sisters who share a
horrific childhood—get caught up in a vortex of pain and deceit
when Sunheri, a popular item girl in Bollywood, is accused of mur-
dering her vicious uncle and is sent to jail. Suhana, an aspiring
filmmaker, is determined to seek justice for her sister but comes
up against Kala, their stepmother, who has hatched diabolical
plans of her own. And when three other manipulative item girls—
Nargis, Digital Dolly and Daisy—are identified as key eyewitnesses
in Sunheri’s case, the matter only becomes more complicated.
Throw into the mix an explosive rape-tape, a brutal blackmailer,

a cruel boyfriend, a cynical journalist who knows too much, and a
hard-boiled cop, and what you have is a mind-bending psycholog-
ical thriller that will hold you hostage until the end. An intense,
gripping account of the dark side of showbiz, there is never a dull
moment in Item Girl.
Rupa Publications’ recent release Item Girl by Richa Lakhera is a
psychological thriller, an adventurous murder mystery coming all
the way just after the success of the author's first bookGarbage Beat.
The novel has achieved commendable response in a brief time and
is still creating waves.
Lakheria’s protagonist in this novel is Sunehri – a popular item girl
from Bollywood, supported by her twin sister Suhana – an aspiring
filmmaker. The novel mainly revolves around the gruesome murder
of KD – the manager as well as step-Uncle of Sunehri and Suhana.  
While the plot revolves around the spine-chilling murder of KD,
all circumstantial evidence suggest towards Sunehri Kashyap
(Sunny). She is accused of murdering her uncle in drug induced
frenzy and is taken under police custody.
It is Suhana, who is determined to seek justice for her sister
Sunehri, but Kala, the evil stepmother of both girls, makes the matter
worse with her diabolical plans.
The narrative becomes stem-winding when the investigating officer
ACP Kabir Bhonsle suspects the whole affair and goes on to conduct
a thorough investigation leaving no loose ends.
However, this suspicion lead towards the revelation of numerous
hidden secrets from the past lives of all characters involved –
Sunehri, her sister Suhana, their step uncle KD, his sordid business
associates, his sister and Sunny’s step mother Kala and the three
other item girls Nargis, Digital Dolly and Daisy – the key witnesses
of the murder.
Hereafter follows a baggage of events and characters that pull ACP
Bhonsle towards an unforgettable journey through the squalid under-
currents of the Indian film industry.

Richa’s writing is apprehensive and balanced, as required by the
theme and plot of this novel. Her brisk tone does an extraordinary
job by making the readers much aware about the issues which are
often discussed in hushed tones. She reveals the less known, darker,
disturbing facets of the industry such as the casting couch, the ab-
solute lack of integrity and morality with which the seamy elements
of the industry operate as well as the presumptuous display of wealth
and power displayed by them. 
The author deserves all accolades for weaving all these elements
into a single narrative in such a way that it becomes a vital part of
the plot without restraining the stride of the storytelling.
Richa Lakhera is a TV journalist by profession; hence, the strength
of this novel resides in its storytelling technique as it reaches out
from an insider’s perspective.  Her personal research and experiences
are visible in the book, as she successfully makes most of her char-
acters unforgettable by the subtle handling of their personalities, their
inner-conflicts, their strengths, their weaknesses and much more.
The brief epilogues available at the end of this book speak volumes
about the maturity and seriousness of the author.
This book carries all the essential elements of entertainment in-
cluding a gruesome take on the Indian film industry, which was left
unexplored by the novelists.  

Item Girl
by Richa Lakhera / Rupa Publications

Reviewed by Varsha Singh
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Shashi Deshpande while articulating
about the double position of being a
writer and a woman shares: “I have
managed to give the main, not the
supporting roles to women, erasing
from my own mind the belief that
they were doomed to be forever in the

wings, or backstage.”
Shadow Play is no exception to the
rule with its squad of female protago-
nists occupying positions of eminence
in the novel. Be it Kalyani and Aru
who amalgamate tradition and
modernity to lead dynamic and

wholesome lives or Seema who em-
braces an avant-garde career like
modelling to earn creative and pro-
fessional gratification. Kasturi, the
beatnik comes along as the ‘New
Woman’ who flouts all the outdated
norms of this degenerate society.
What she resents is the falsehood;
she rather chooses to be truthful to
herself and loyal to friends who
helped her regain the lost ground.
After enduring extreme cruelty in a
nuptial relationship that is imposed
on her, Kasturi’s resilience finally en-
trusts her not only emotional concili-
ation but professional fruition too.
The immediate world of Aru and
Rohit, a lawyer-architect couple or-
bits around Aru’s younger sisters,
Charu and Seema. Presiding over the
family is the grande dame Kalyani
who succors Gopal- their dad, Premi
and Devaki- the maternal aunts and
Aru- the eldest amongst the siblings
in holding together the family after
the tragic death of Sumi, the girls’
mother in a road accident. Kalyani is
monumental in bringing Gopal back
to the family, and its she who segues
his changeover from a ‘deserter dad’
to a ‘dad dependable.’ The large ex-
tended ménage weathers all emo-
tional tempests with panache and
aplomb:
“Everyone had tried to plug the
gaps, not only of those who had gone,
but even of those who had never
been. For Premi’s son Nikhil, to take
on the role of Aru’s brother, since Aru
has no brother, was easily and natu-
rally done.”
After Kalyani’s demise, Aru engages
herself with greater reason in en-
hancing not only the luxuriance of
Kalyani’s trees and garden but also
oxygenate the bonds that conjoin the
human souls at ‘Vishwas’- their new
house. The new house which has
been built according to Kalyani’s de-
sire for Sumi’s three daughters re-

Shashi Deshpande’s 

Shadow Play
by Aleph Book Company

Shortlisted for The Hindu Literary Prize, 2014.
A Filigree of Relationships
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tains its original name. Aru envis-
ages it to be her prerogative to guard
the trust that holds the natives (resi-
dent as well as visiting) of that house
together. For that she doesn’t even
mind counteracting her own conduct
in the past:
“She looks after them the way
Kalyani did, assiduously anointing
the tree trunks with hing and water-
ing them with buttermilk, something
which she and Charu had laughed at
earlier. ‘Feeding the curry-leaf trees,’
they had called it.”
Shashi Deshpande in a deviance
from radical feminists gives credence
to male involvement in the feminist
movement. The character of Gopal is
etched on the lines that men need to
be coerced to assume responsibility
for transforming their consciousness
and the consciousness of society at
large. Gopal who abandoned his fam-
ily twice to seek solace in the serene
Himalayas speaks of: “Paschatap and
prayaschitta: remorse and atone-
ment, they go together, one follows
the other.” Shashi Deshpande gives
ample space of as many as six chap-
ters for Gopal to co-narrate the tale
from his perspective, and to share his
afflictions, malaise and ecstasies
with the readers. The author wel-
comes Gopal and Kasturi uncovering
a new face of love in each other in
their sunset years, bereft of any guilt
or contrition:
At our ages, Kasturi’s and mine,
there can no longer be thunder and
lightning, no more a rush of blood to
the head, no sudden savage arousal.
And yet I have a sense of excitement
when I am with Kasturi. She has
awakened something in me. I like to
be with her, I like to see her
smile...feel the skin of her cheek
against my palm.”
Shadow Play, a sequel to an earlier
novel of Shashi Deshpande, A Matter
of Time (1996) is truly about the deli-

cacy of relationships that give life its
meaning. The novel lays bare the
“many selves” of the horde of charac-
ters that throng it. Howbeit, the per-
sonal memoirs are entwined around
the insensitive realities of the cruel
world we inhabit, the senseless and
devastating acts of terrorism, atroci-
ties against women be it domestic vi-
olence or violations evinced on their
bodies in the savage gang rapes and
callous marital rapes. Even tangles
around the surrogacy issues and
adoption find a mention in the novel
as Aru and Rohit languish for a child
of their own.
All these and many other concerns
of the modern world are brought in
precedence. The South Asian Dias-
poric experience post 9/11 is not by-
passed too, Shashi Deshpande takes
a dig at ‘the racialization of religion
and xenophobia’ and considers them
playing a spoil sport to many anémi-
gré hopes and, to newer concepts of
borderless world and ‘World Aborig-
ines’:
“The two planes that sliced through
the twin towers have sliced the coun-
try, indeed the world, into two, leav-
ing Charu and Hrishi asking
themselves: where do we belong? We
don’t belong to the faith that terror-
ists claim they belong to, but the
colour of our skin, our country, the
part of the world we come from, mark
us and make people- some of them at
least –look at us with suspicion.”     
Apropos the language of the novel,
it can only be said that Shashi Desh-
pande has proficiency with words,
and of course she requisitely flavours
her language with Sanskrit and Kan-
nada words without dissipating the
pristine touch of English. Her inim-
itable style has few equals as far as
Indian writing in English is con-
cerned. Her unique expression skills
and lucid prose engages and en-
chants the readers.

Reviewed by Manjinder Kaur
Wratch
Recipient of Maulana Azad Na-
tional Fellowship, she is pursuing
her doctorate degree in English
Literature from University of
Jammu on the topic of Partition
Literature. Her M.Phil dissertation
was on the translated in English
works of legendary Punjabi writer
Amrita Pritam. Earlier she has
served as Faculty English Lan-
guage and Literature in various
leading institutes of the country.
She has made many presenta-
tions in various national and in-
ternational conferences and has
many published articles to her
credit.
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Once again gold is touched through the pen of Samantha Shannon.
Flamboyant and graceful imagination is portrayed by her second se-
quel this time more vibrantly and though it is the second script of
The Bone Season still it has a rich freshness and undiluted taste for
the readers, a true treat of science fiction blended exuberantly with
the flavour of fantasy, adventure, blood and glimpses of future era.
She has engraved a whole new genre, if not exaggerated as those
characters like Paige Mahony and many thrilling ones have that un-
canny ability to transport the readers to a new world of suspense and
dark secrets which will compel you to want more .
The book posseses a magnetic charm which can bind the readers
for a ride very adventurous and never ending excitement. Shannon
is successful in bringing so many facets of a brilliant fantasy novel
under one title .The readers who loved books like The Da Vinci Code,
The ever charmingHarry Potter or the books by Sherlock Homes are
bound to appreciate the beauty of this novel. If I say in words of a
true fan, then the void left by Harry Potter can be filled by Paige Ma-
hony.
In this plot, Paige Mahony has escaped the brutal prison camp. But,
now her problems have just started to multiply along with her many
of the survivors are missing and Paige is the most wanted person in
London now. Scion is now much vigilant and is keeping an eye on
the dream-walker. As it advances, the mime lords and mime queens
are invited to a rare meeting of the Unnatural Assembly, there vivid
and picturesque showcasing of future generation which at one mo-
ment seems to be real. Jaxon Hall and his seven seals are all set to
take the centre stage. But as it should be there are bitter fault lines
throughout the clairvoyant community and the fate of underworld is
yet to be decided. Yes it is a bit hazy and complex in parts but that is
only a trace and be relaxed it has not broken the rythm. The flawless
aroma of dark secrets everywhere and still there are hints to break
the shackles of suspense and mystery which fades away as the width
of the pages shift to the left.
One prominent thing which Shannon has successfully done is to
make you believe that all the tunnels, drones, and the surroundings
really exists in the same manner as that of R.K. Narayan’s Malgudi
Days though two of them are completely different masterpieces but
the intense flavour of making you believe what you read is somehow
alike which ultimately makes it an excellent work. It seems so real
in some parts that you can actually see yourself in the plot. Through
this work she has unfurled her exceptional ability of storytelling
which can mesmerize people of all ages and of all times. As you read
through the lines you want to read it at once, that’s the beauty it has.
There are many reasons to pick this novel, one being to revive the
nostalgia of fantasy thrillers and explore more this time. Through
this you will be on a journey which I can also assure that you can
experience which takes you to a new world which suddenly seems
real. A book which is so magnificient that it seems why so late but
history repeats itself and I guess it is the next phenomena and is
bound to hit the bestsellers gallery. Breaking the monotony and about
to create history this time it is none other than this recipe presented
by Samantha Shannon in an extraordinary manner. It is really a thing
not to be missed and is really a cherishable thing of our times, which
is guaranteed to be tasted again and again every time with a new
flavour and imagination.

The Mime
Order

by Samantha Shannon/ Bloomsbury

Reviewed by Partho Mishra



Doors to Freedom
Jaydeep Sarangi in his latest poetry collection ‘A Door Somewhere?’
grapples with the living with glowing eyes and a wide view of the
horizon. He rekindles the urge for explo-
ration of the elusive mystique and sum-
mons side by side the dissipating
humanity.
In her excellent introduction, Dr Usha
Bande mentioned “When words and
ideas rush through the mind, there is no
choice but to express them, to write them
down and offer the world a vision albeit
a personal one.” That is what Jaydeep be-
lieves and conveys from word to word,
from image to image in constructing a
‘living totality’. He reiterates, “Poems are
the ventilators for fresh air to come in a
suffocating life of fact and reasons.”
Jaydeep is easy on ears and his readers
will enjoy reading especially for that rea-
son.
Each death has a story./Each story has a
reader./You and I are in the story. (Count-
ing Beads)
Some of his poems are insufferably
emotive. Always drawn to lyrical mo-
ments and allure of truth, he captures the
essence of life bit by bit.
Life’s ember/Sparks with a flash/A tender journey within/With a
magic rod/To enlighten each rock/Speaking to one another.
Most of his poems are held together by the intensity and the urge
to share the visual beauty and lyrical grace but never have they
shrunk from showing the actual space and time. We can figure out
(they have long roots) what they mean and what their world for all
the same.
Life’s acts are shadows of the past/Shadows are residue/Of light
and lighted trajectory./The optimists you. (Playing with Shadows)
Keki Daruwala, the noted writer, very aptly said “Jaydeep Sarangi
gives a fresh paint to everyday living.” The firmly worded and con-
toured or glistening, his poems are full bodied painting.
A place has an echo of the people/All around the power
circle./Night’s crossing over/Embracing the red Sun at the
horizon/Radiation of a power hub/Sweet birds twitter for/One being
and consciousness. (Dawn at Pondicherry).
Admittedly, ‘Door’ is the word that lift the soul submerged and
Jaydeep knows well that words using as metaphors (‘a door is always

a door’) can have consequences, just like actions. Yet in many in-
stances, it’s in the repetition of the signature word ‘Door’ in a sym-
bolic motion, the whole details are told in a perfect manner.
It’s a door between the self and the world,/Despair dances in Hope’.
(A Door- Somewhere?)
Or
A poet is a translator/He translates for his reading world/Through
a door,/Whispers in time/To another door somewhere. (A Door)
It’s not so much that the poet is scared or unwilling to enter into
the burgeoning mix and the complexities of the modern world but
still he finds his way to the mind of the readers who share resonance
with their life and experience. He is a word artist, not fighter, no

dewy doubt about it.
Blood is sold at low price, all can buy
it./May be with a discount/One bottle
free, if you buy one (Globalised manners)
So creative, so vivid and rich are his
poems that they inlet at a deeper level
than the normal process and change the
direction of the thought streams. The vi-
sual imagination is always tested in his
verses.
You and I/Alone in this circle of ac-
tions/The coconut tree my father and I
planted/Dances sweetly along the mon-
soon thunderstorm./My father had left me
alone./Wheel runs on me, I wait for my
second coming (Lonely Bard)
In spite of good intention, a few of the
poems are more like wish-fulfillment or
the pleasure principle. (A mirror or In
memory of an Inkpot etc.). That said, the
beauty of the language in undeniable in
spite of the subject of the poems sinking
into insipid conversations. In a way, his
sympathy for the ‘Caged Bard’ is under-
standable and he can wait and surprise the
passionate readers later on with these

gems,
The daybreak is leaning/On the doorway now, with shadows of an
earlier night,/Night’s lullabies welcome the yellow sun (Day Break-
ing)
or
I conjure, I wait./everyone is only waiting,/patiently waiting./each
one for the other… (Waiting)
In his note, Jaydeep mentioned emphatically ‘Poems connect con-
tinents’. Reading the book, cover to cover, does provide a rich ex-
perience of a long walk across the continents to the door of poetry
and his poetry is always a pleasure to read. Staying resolutely inde-
pendent, he is surely forging ahead a path, embedded in history and
peerless in dissecting the humanity and beauty in their simplest
forms.
Rob Harle’s Cover design and Artwork is in tune with the metaphor
of this poetry collection. You readers do yourself a favour and read
this book at the earliest.
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Indu Sundaresan’s second novel ‘The Feast of Roses’ is the
sequel to her first ‘The Twentieth Wife’, wherein the latter
deals with the life of Mehrunnisa, the former accounts her
tenure as the Mughal Empress NurJahan.‘The Twentieth
Wife’ ended with MehrUnNisa becoming empress through
her second marriage with Emperor Jahangir who entitled
her as Nurjahan in 1611. ‘The Feast of Roses’ picks up the
narrative from here to continue her later life as the Queen
Consort of first half of the 17th century Mugal India.
The blind love of Jahangir for Nurjahan widens latter’s
way to exercise a strong influence over him. The eventful
journey of becoming an Empress from a common woman

made her more diplomatic, deceitful, manipulative, politi-
cal, scheming, shrewd, and selfish who played underhand-
edly to raise and hold her position intact inside the royal
zenana and surprisingly outside the world of men as well.
She played the game of power and politics in their true
terms. She formed a junta with Ghias, Abul, and Khurram
to help herself in reigning the empire and she was success-
ful as it was evident that from behind the veil it was her
voice that controlled the actions of Jahangir. She venally
snatched the title of Padshah Begum from her arch rival,
consort Jagat Gosini (mother of Prince Khurram, alias em-
peror Shahjahan). She rounded her stick all over the state
affairs be it granting trading permission to the foreigners
or sending cogent Mahabat Khan to the furthest Qabul. She
was a self-centred woman. She did love Jahangir but it
never superseded her self-obsession which even took her to
an audacious public brawl with the Emperor ending with a
scuffle. Whenever Jahangir had fallen ill she genuinely got
anxious but the apprehension was more for the powers she
exercised. She became one of the very few Mughal ladies
who possessed the power to issue royal farmans using the
imperial seal and the only Empress to have her name
minted with on silver coins. She even tried to arrange a
marriage between would-be emperor Khurram and her own
daughter Ladli despite knowing that Ladli was the cousin
of Khurram’s most beloved wife and her own niece, Arju-
mand Banu (later empress Mumtaj Mahal). But this time
she failed and gradually the course of events took unex-
pected turn for Nurjahan. Arjumand was envious of her
aunt’s position and power everywhere in the empire. She
started giving counsel to Khurram which led him to dislike
NurJahan day by day and finally the junta broke. Khur-
ram’s refusal to marry Ladli made the empress more furi-
ous and she started planning her game deviously. She
approached to prince Khusrau and later convinced prince
Shaharyar to marry Ladli and started putting him as the
next heir before Jahangir. At first things were running in
favour of her. Nurjahan made Jahangir angry with Khur-
rram and put the latter in flight with his pregnant wife and
children to escape the wrath of the Emperor. But her game
was not successful. Defending all kind of her attacks Khur-
ram finally, after Jahangir’s death, ascended to the throne
as Emperor ShahJahan (1628). He sent Nurjahan for a
royal exile to Lahore with Ladli where she took her last
breath (1645). Indu finishes Mehrunnisa’s story with her
death and ends the novel as well.
Indu once again has enwrapped her novel with rich de-
scriptions. Marriages, hunting tours, royal attires, jew-
elleries, battle fronts, foods & beverages, or even
conspiracies; all are vividly there to show the magnani-
mousness of the dynasty. She already is a proven story

The Feast of Roses: 
A Royal Saga

by Indu Sundaresan/ HarperCollins India
Reviewed by Prosenjit Ghosh | A teaching associate at a

Govt. aided school in West Bengal. 
Email- prosenjitghosh12@gmail.com
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teller who possesses the captivating power of retaining the
readers to her writing. She has offered Nurjahan under the
shades of real history and imagination. Her Jahangir some-
times appears as the just Emperor and sometimes as a
mere uxorious husband. Indu has named her novel after a
line from Thomas Moore’s oriental romance ‘Lalla Rookh’
and concerningly introduces a splendiferous garden episode
where Jahangir publicly featherbeds Nurjahan on a path-
way of rose petals. As far the historical liberties are con-
cerned, she had to give the ‘Rahimi’ to Ruqqya Sultan,
actually belonging to MariamUzZamani as she deliberately
wanted to elude the latter in both her narratives. Every
part of the sequel like its prequel witnesses Indu’s meticu-
lous researching to proffer Nurjahan before us, yet it fails
to mirror the disputed Empress’s entire personality. Indu
has focussed mostly on her political side where she is sly as
a vixen always running after position and power; but his-
tory says also about her extraordinariness to write poetry
(it is assumed that the epitaph inscribed on her tombstone
was composed by herself), read books, or design clothes &
jewelleries. One may also argue over whether both the nov-
els bear the feminist perspectives as it is clearly appre-
hended that Indu had the power of feminism turned on in
her mind while writing the two novels.
Indu has sincerely matured her writing style in the sequel

since her first novel ‘The Twentieth Wife’ was allegedly over
described and detailed. The sequel has also florid descrip-
tions but in a more condensed and compact manner. The
portrayal of Empress Nurjahan is drenched in various
shades. It is surprising to see how a woman of a common
birth gathers such audacity that she practically ruled the
whole empire exclusively on her own terms. Her tricky
games sometimes make the readers more irritated than
angry. But as the novel proceeds toward its very end we do
feel sorry for the proud woman and shed a drop of tears for
her inglorious death in a forlorn state. It is indeed ironical
that the Taj Mahal (the great monument of love, built by
Emperor ShahJahan in the memory of his deceased wife
Mumtaz Mahal) surpasses in notability the memory of Em-
press Nur Jahan, a woman of great achievement, centuries
before her time. Though it is a matter of great regret that
she could not left behind any such token of love which
would eternise her, like her niece Mumtaz Mahal, among
the masses; history will always celebrate Nurjahan who
withstands all the existing norms of an Empress and dares
to redefine her role as a decision maker.

‘The Feast of Roses’ is the second novel of Sundaresan’s ‘Taj
Trilogy’. The other two novels are ‘The Twentieth Wife’and
‘Shadow Princess’.

Olivier Lafont who garnered lots of attention for his
role in 3 Idiots as Suhas Tandon is showing more of his
talent with the publication of his novel 'Warrior' by
Penguin. We are glad to feature an interesting conver-
sation with him in our magazine.
Lafont is a multitalented and versatile personality who
writes fiction, feature film screenplays, and editorial
pieces, but also acts in feature films, endorses some of
India’s most popular brands on television, and lends
his voice to many media in many languages. A French
polyglot, Lafont pursues his eclectic interests at the
highest standards having worked with some of India’s
most acclaimed directors on films like 3 IDIOTS,
Guzaarish and two Hollywood films, and continuing in
the same vein with his new novel coming out with
Penguin India. He is a familiar face due to his work in
over 70 adverts on television.

In Conversation with Olivier Lafont

HS: Actor, model, screenplay writer, voice over artist, direc-
tor, producer and now an author. How did you recognize all
of them in you? 
Olivier: For me the common thread in all these is being a
storyteller. I started writing at a very young age, although
I think my passion for stories preceded even that. I devel-
oped a passion for acting a little later. In university I did
my BAs in English Literature and in Acting, and from there
I moved back to Mumbai, where I was able to cultivate this
large variety of interests professionally.

HS: Living a hectic life, playing so many roles; writing was
not something new to you, but how did you think of writing
a novel? How did the idea come to your mind?  
Olivier: I’ve been writing for quite some time, and writing
a novel was a very natural part of my creative life. ‘Warrior’
was originally a feature film script I wrote when I came

Interviewed by Himanshu Shekhar Choudhary, Editor-in-Chief, Reviews
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back to India from university, more
than a dozen years ago. I wanted to
write an Indian film that would be on
the same scale as the special effects
blockbusters that were coming out of
Hollywood then. So with that canvas in
mind, I created a story that delved in
Indian mythology but that would be
new, modern, and authentic.

HS: You have been in India since the
age of 7. How Indian is your recently re-
leased book Warrior? 
Olivier: It’s completely Indian in its set-
ting, culturally and geographically, but universal in theme
and structure.

HS: Why didn't Warrior happen in French, your mother
tongue? Are you planning any translation/s of this novel? 
Olivier: I learned French and English at the same time in
my home, so both are my native tongues. My family moved
from France to Delhi and I attended the American Embassy
School there, so the majority of my education was in Eng-
lish, both as a young writer and actor. I just continued in
that vein, since I’ve lived mainly in English-speaking coun-
tries.
I’d love for ‘Warrior’ to be translated into French and other
languages. As of now the focus is on ‘Warrior’ in English in
India.

HS: Which of your roles relaxes you the most, although, all
the roles you live in, are of your choice?
Olivier: Writing is the most relaxing, since I do it privately,
in an environment of my choice, and as and when I like.

HS: It would be intriguing to know the meaning of life from
such a multidimensional being alike you.
Olivier: The meaning of life for me is passion. That means,
for example, being with people I love, doing the things I
love. I systematically avoid anything that doesn’t have pas-
sion in it, whether it’s my work life or my personal life.

HS: What is the first next treat for your fans and followers
coming from your side just after your novel?
Olivier: I’m still deciding what’s next, but I’ve just written
a feature film script, the first one with myself as the main
character. It’s a really fun comedy, and I’m looking for a pro-
ducer to partner with on it. It could be an Indian film or an
international one, so the producer could also be Indian or

international.

HS: Multiculturalism is not a new term
to you; it has touched your life very
closely. Did this made you a better
human or was it disturbing?
Olivier: I think my multicultural back-
ground and experiences have been
mostly constructive. The move from
France to India when I was seven years
old was difficult to deal with, naturally,
but that’s circumstantial - the positive
effect of moving to this amazing coun-
try that is India cannot be overempha-
sized. Multiculturalism, when

embraced, can only make you grow.

HS: Do you agree, we write with a purpose? What has been
your purpose of writing; entertainment or something more? 
Olivier: I don’t think there’s such a thing as purposeless
writing. All writing has some purpose because it’s expres-
sion, and all expression comes from a need to say some-
thing.
My purpose in writing is varied. I have a great desire to en-
tertain, of course, which is why ‘Warrior’ has adventure and
drama and heroism. That’s my external purpose. Internally,
however, I write to live the stories, to learn through my
writing, to grow intellectually and spiritually.

HS: Your novel Warrior was recently shortlisted for the Tibor
Jones South Asia Prize. It would have been thrilling, of
course. But what thrills you the most?
Olivier: Success and winning in all its forms. Knowing your
readers got exactly what you intended, or watching your
audience laugh or react at the precise place you want them
to, that’s thrilling.

HS: At last, we would like to have few words from you for
the budding and struggling talents around us. 
Olivier: Perseverance without purpose is useless and frus-
trating - know exactly what you’re aiming to do, and why
you’re doing it.

HS: Thank you very much for being with us. We wish you
tremendous success in all your journeys. 
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Aastha Atray’s recently pub-
lished novel Games Girls Play
by Rupa Publications has won
numerous heart and is still
creating waves all around. We

are glad to feature an on-demand interview with Aastha in
the current issue of our magazine.
Aastha Atray Banan is a Delhi girl with her head up in the
clouds. No wonder writing romance comes easy to her. As a
journalist, for publications such as Tehelka and Open, she
has written about India and its many facets right from
movie stars to underprivileged Muslim girls playing bas-
ketball. As a romance writer, she aims to write about relat-
able love you know, the kind we all feel. Currently an
assistant editor at Hindustan Times' Sunday magazine,
Brunch, she lives and dreams in Mumbai.

VS: A warm welcome, Aastha! Thanks for taking out some
precious time from your tiring schedule.  It means a lot. My
first question; we already know that writing is like food for
you, yet asking – what makes you write?
Aastha: It’s the only way I express myself. It’s the best way
to talk about my feelings, my imaginary life and all those
romantic thoughts that my head is full of.

VS: Was there a special moment, when you realized that you
are made for the world of creativity, rather than the techni-
cal world?
Aastha: I have always been a romantic person, who saw the
world through rose coloured glasses. All I did was read, lis-
ten to music and write. I used to write books in diaries
about me and my friends going for mad adventures. So it
was always meant to be.

VS: Your work explores the meaning of the word ‘liberation’
– could you define this?
Aastha: I hate that we have to be confined to a “label”.
That’s what liberation means to me. You are free to be who
you are, love who you want and live however you want.

VS: How did Games Girls Play happen to you? Did it hap-
pen the Siya’s way, as per your narrative? (Siya – Protago-
nist from Games Girls Play other than Natasha)

Aastha: No. I wrote the Mills and Boon and when Rupa
came calling, I just came up with this book. I wanted to
write about how it’s so wrong to be judgmental. And friend-
ship. And love.

VS: How much of Siya and how much of Natasha exists in
you?
Aastha: Both exist in me. I was more of Siya till a few years
ago, and now I am more of a Natasha. I am both. I am com-
fortable with being both. It depends on my mood.

VS: Which actor/actress would you like to see playing the
lead characters from your recent book?
Aastha: Siya - Alia Bhatt | Natasha - Shraddha Kapoor

VS: Where do your ideas come from?
Aastha: From the world around me and my mad head!

VS: How do you think you've evolved creatively?
Aastha: I am evolving every day as I grow older because
you learn with every day, every experience. I love growing
old! I think I am getting more and more fabulous everyday.

VS: What are the hardest thing and the easiest thing about
writing, in your views?
Aastha: Hardest is to actually write, like sit down and type.
Easiest is that it lets you all the lives you want.

VS: What is coming next from your desk?
Aastha: A couple of books. Another mills and boon. And
many books about women in love.

VS: What advice do you have for young writers?
Aastha: Just sit down and write. And never become jaded.
Believe in love

VS: Thank you very much. Team Reviews wishes you all the
best for your future endeavors.

In Conversationwith  
Aastha Atray Banan

Interviewed by Varsha Singh, Managing Editor, ReviewsInterviewed by Varsha Singh, Managing Editor, Reviews
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In Miles to Run before I Sleep Sumedha Mahajan doc-
uments her 1500 kilometers run from Delhi to Mumbai
which she undertook in April 2012. This was no ordi-
nary feat for any person whether man or a woman.
Moreover Sumedha was born with asthma. She was re-
quired to be hospitalized countless times when the ail-
ment attacked her.
She was never an athlete. She took up running at the
age of twenty eight just for the sake of it. She had no
plans to win gold or silver at any tournament. The best
happens to you when you least expect them. This is
how the opportunity came to her way to be a part of the
greenathon run. The team comprised of ordinary peo-
ple except one – supermodel Milind Soman. Sumedha
was the sole woman in this team.
Sumedha has mentioned  in the book not only her
physical run but also her emotional run. Such a long
run is not as glamorous as it appears to the outside
world. So we have even Milind Soman tending to his
bruised body. Sumedha too has had her share of mis-
fortunes during the run. The crew members of the
channel which was covering her run were leaving no
opportunity unturned to dissuade Sumedha from giv-
ing up the run. The doctor accompanying them was not
equipped with even the basic stuff. The pollution was
causing her bouts of asthma. She was emotionally
drained too. But still this brave woman completed the
run. Even after completion of the run there were no
words of appreciation for her. Rather she was criticized
for her speed or rather lack of it. But she had gained
her inner steel out of the run and went out to start her
own business against all the opposition. Needless to
say she succeed in her business.
The writing is simple. What makes Miles to Run be-
fore I Sleep special is its sincerity. Every word is dipped
in honesty which easily makes its way to the reader's
heart. You enjoy the run with Sumedha. You can feel
her ups and downs. When she emerges as a winner
even you feel victorious. All her emotions including the
genuineness in her tone are easily palpable.
The book encourages you. After completing the book
I sat idle with the closed book in my hands. The book
was throbbing with energy. This book exhibits that to
reach your reader's heart you do not need flowery
words or jargons. All that you require is honesty and
sincerity. It also tells us that all is not rosy when it
comes to such great events which are etched on the reel
of time forever. But winners neither complain nor do
they quit. The book is highly recommended for every
one. It has the potential to change your life for good.

Miles to Run 
Before I Sleep
by Sumedha Mahajan/ Rupa 

Publications

Mahesh Sowani is a writer, poet, book
reviewer,  public speaker and a legal
professional. He taught law and man-
agement at University of Mumbai. He
has written for publications like Hin-
dustan Times and Outlook Traveller.

He writes on his blog 
https://maheshsowani.blogspot.in
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Birth of the Bastard Prince by Anurag Anand is one of the
most beautifully written book I have ever read. The book is
a sequel to Anurag's earlier novel by name The Legend of
Amrapali. Unlike Mahabharata and Ramayana, though
people have heard of Amrapali, her story is little known to
them. This works in favour of Anurag. The book keeps you
intrigued. It is a daunting task to write a book based on his-
tory. There is fear of being accused of distorting the history.
However, Anurag adroitly weaves the story while sticking
to historical facts. The story has all the elements to form an
epic – there is love, betrayal, loss of dear ones, friendships
broken and finding the ultimate calling of life.
Amrapali was the bride of the city. Yet Anurag portrays
her not as a prostitute but as a modern woman who yields
high influence in the affairs of the State. Yet, she comes
across as an ordinary woman with ordinary desires of hav-
ing some one whom she can call her own, wanting some one
who will love her and whom she would love back. Such is
her misfortune that both her lover and her friend fail her at
the same time. She is heartbroken, but still stands up and
follows the voice of her heart. Conventionally Amrapali's
tale may seem to be a tragic tale of exploitation and failure
but for her it turns out to be exhilarating and liberating.
The writing is simple, crisp and engaging. Vaishali being
a democratic State Anurag makes the writing contemporary
with references like the young king wanting to induct fresh
ministers. He brings to life the times of Amrapali. The way
in which he has written the war scenes show his prowess as
a writer. You can see the battle happening in front of your
own eyes, you can hear the sounds from the battle field and
even feel the pain resultant from the massacre. All the char-
acters including Bimbisara, Ajatshatru, Prabha have been
etched well. However, I felt that the character of Devdutt
was underused. His character some how doesn't get well
with the narrative. The characters, their relationships and
conflicts inter se are high point of this drama and remind
you of the greatest epic of all times Mahabharata.
However the reference to tea vendors selling tea on Ganga
ghats sounded out of place. The same stands true for use of
the word Magistrate. The Britishers introduced Magistrates
in our system. I feel Dandadhikari would have sounded bet-
ter. Also on page 234 the word leant is incorrectly used. The
line is “ it was only through the commander who had carried
out the Emperor's orders he leant of it.” I feel it should have
been learnt and not leant.
Still the book is highly recommended. If you are fed up of
reading Dan Brown inspired thrillers and wish to read a
gripping thriller set in the Indian soil, this is the book which
will leave you satiated. You will never repent buying this
book. 

Birth of the 
Bastard Prince

by Anurag Anand/ Rupa Publications

Reviewed by Mahesh Sowani
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Scaling Heights is a representative
anthology of contemporary English po-
etry dealing with a vast gamut of
themes. Well edited by Gopal Lahiri
and Kiriti Sengupta, the anthology
has a short but beautiful foreword by
Anna Sujata Mathai who underlines
that “poetry is the language of inti-
mate soul, the secret language of the
heart, the language of relationship”
where “the self may discover itself”.
Scaling Heights is indeed a literary
"platform for young, unheard, promis-
ing poets from diverse backgrounds
and established poets" showcasing

“the kaleidoscopic nature of poems
emerged in day to day struggle of liv-
ing a life and the relentless uncoiling
of action that endures torment and un-
certainty” with an universal appeal.
Put it simply, Scaling Heights is a
flight of fancy in the literary firma-
ment of the world literature.
To begin with, Aju Mukhopad-

hyaya provides the stepping stone to
climb the literary height. In his poetry
he deals with the themes of life, hu-
manity, nature, spirituality including
transience of life. He touches upon
various facets of life from love, ro-

mance, and joy to spirituality. His are
thought provoking and insightful
poems, shaped up with deep under-
standing of human life faced with myr-
iads of problems. He believes that with
one’s persistent patience and unflinch-
ing faith in oneself ‘the turbulent sea
would thaw’ at last. He boosts up read-
ers with his motivating and encourag-
ing poetry.
The world looks beautiful with varie-
gated nature and immense love for the
people. With his inner sense a man re-
alizes the pitfalls of life's each moment
in ‘action or in thought’ and regains

Scaling Heights: 
An Anthological Milestone of the Contemporary Indian English Writings

by Authorspress
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inner succor in deep silence.  Anup
Datta’s poems portray such a world
very vividly. Love, human relation-
ships and hope despite all pessimism
play a significant role in the poems of
Anupam Naskar. His “In Hopes Of”
record sustained endeavors with var-
ied moods.
The poetic world of Atreya Sarma
U. is dominated by chains of life like
pain, relationships, intimacy, flora and
fauna and romanticism. At the same
time, paradoxes in human life and the
sense of contrasts and paradoxes are
also dominant in his poems.  His
poems evoke and kindle varied emo-
tions in readers. He expresses his
yearning to transcend ‘time and
space’. Chandra Shekhar Dubey’s
poems portray the picture of beautiful
nature with vivid and excellent im-
ageries; they also have a veiled satire
on the political conditions. His poems
are also soaked in past memories with
realistic portrayal of the society. The
world, where ‘a meal prefixes a deal/
and a deal suffixes a meal’, is in hel-
ter-skelter, everything being topsy-
turvy. He longs for making it up with
peace that ‘comes from within’. His po-
litical satire is very pinching in Parlia-
ment of Owls.
Anupam Roy’s poems are replete
with tender feelings for the one he
loves so much, and whose smiles
soothe him in his ‘deepest heart to the
brim full’. His love for siblings and
children is reflective with deep touch.
On the other hand, to Aparna
Pathak, ‘Longing is beautiful’, ‘leav-
ing trail of love’. The poet has a quest
for introspection to quench the thirst
of life here and beyond. She is of the
view that carrying on the spiritual
pursuits is ‘never a waste’. A sense of
enthusiasm and human dignity is felt
in her poem when she proclaims-“Even
the blind did not lag behind’. She also
expresses her bewilderment at the
hectic life in the rapid world.

In the poems of Chitra Banerjee,
continuous flux of time with its unend-
ing problems, its powers, evolution of
humanity predicament of human life
and various other issues pertaining to
contemporary society find an excellent
expression. Love is also an important
theme of her poetry. She finds 'the
pleasure of union of love', ‘happiness’,
and 'bliss of achievements' and this is
all possible due to eternal time. She
also laments the loss of 'compassion,
commitment, cohesion' and sense of
'coexistence', as 'corruption, coercion,
caucus, cacophony' has taken their
place. Her poems also elucidate upon
the human existence with a metaphys-
ical quest to know the genesis of life
and the destination of death, with ugly
turns of adverse circumstances. The
naked truth is reflective in her poetry.
The indifferent attitude of man to un-
derstand the ultimate reality also
bothers her.
The growing commercialization and
materialism has gripped the whole
world. There is an alarming threat to
ecological balance and to humanity
that is losing the touch of heart. All
the emotional, social, natural values,
trust, fellow-feelings and love are re-
ceding at a faster pace. The poems of
Diwakar Pokhriyal are testimony to
this realization. He cries over 'de-
tached humanity', as “We eat animals
leaving nature stun” due to “Prioritiz-
ing money over life”. Very heavy-heart-
edly he accepts – “From golden
emotional heart,/ We write 'Irony of
humanity'. He is all praise for the
beauty of his beloved, love that keeps
him “away from misunderstanding
and lies”. However, his loving heart is
pained to see “Selfish love raping
trust” and traumatized souls groping
for the relief. There pervades a sense
of realism, with melancholy, through-
out his poems.  Almost the same
theme also echoes in the poems of
Gayatri  Majumdar who gives a

wonderful vent to her random
thoughts from the corridors of her con-
sciousness. Desires, aspirations and
dreams underlie unfulfilled and shat-
tered. Her poems are soaked in sad-
ness and frustrations. She has
nostalgia for her love, now no longer
with her but the sudden remembrance
of her lost love comes up and that finds
a tragic mention in her poems.
In the poems of Gopal Lahiri we
find vivid hues of love and life, despite
losses, sadness and inevitable set-
backs are aglow with profound
thoughts and ideas. As a lover of na-
ture, he expresses his anxieties about
man-made pollutions resulted from ur-
banization process, that are emitting
toxins  everywhere, that have defiled
the true beauty of nature. He bemoans
the loss of good things from our society.
Silence speaks louder than his words
in his poems with tormented soul. Col-
ors used in his poems paint various
pictures of the contemporary world.
They evoke emotions in the readers to
grasp the dignity of humanity. His
poems present “a rare spectrum” with
elusive words “in emptiness” flooding
his emotions “on unstable crust of si-
lence.” The vivid description of beauty
also finds its due place in his poems.
In short, he is a poet full of potentiality
and possibilities.
Simplicity has great attraction in our
life. With it comes a large number of
good things that bring great joy and
pleasure for us. Jagdish Keshav is
all praise for its importance in our life.
However, with the change of time and
trends, true values of simplicity are
being eroded and this erosion has sad-
dened the poet. The poet calls simplic-
ity his ‘friend’ and ‘companion’. He
expresses his dissatisfaction with the
present life styles followed in cities.
For this chaotic situation he holds the
people responsible- “But that came
from men and not the beasts of the
jungle.” Exploration into the unex-
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plored aspects of life, into the beautiful
aspects of the unseen and the hidden
is yet another theme of his poetry.
Love, life, existential concerns, the
plight of the underprivileged and dal-
its, naxalism, human predicament
form the basic core of the poems of Dr
Jaydeep Sarangi. Different patterns
of thoughts with musical echo beautify
his poetic style and impressive creativ-
ity. Living in “Lonely corridors” of the
metro he is concerned with “threat to
my (his) native links.”  To him a city
life is too disturbing as he metaphori-
cally remarks- “Like any metro tunnel/
where life heads for a blind end.” Fur-
ther, very honestly he accepts that
“Love is rather a skinny matter/ I col-
lect somebody’s leftover.” In his poetry
his silence speaks loudly, realizing
“full circle of things”. To him time is all
that matters. As a strong voice of the
marginalized, he is consciously con-
cerned with the sad plight of the down-
trodden being subjected to atrocities
and tortures not only by  highhanded
police but also by their own leaders
who “cut down your (their) throat/
they take your (their) land and bow.”
For betterment of their life, he is hope-
ful “Indian Maxim Gorky can save a
race.” His poetry is a realistic depic-
tion of “our Alice-moments in dramatic
life.”
In his poems Jubin Ghosh con-
fesses his Platonic love and deep long-
ing for Deblina. His poetry is like “a
note written with sand on a snail’s
tail.” His personal thoughts and feel-
ings run through his poems, “with
ease and personal purity.” He believes
in permanency of love, hence despite
sea-changes in “villages and the
towns” his love for her is unchanging.
Jyothsna Phanija’s poetry pres-
ents the Golden Twilight in the ex-
tended night of life with dreams, hope
and happiness. She also takes up the
theme of superstitions prevalent in
our society and in ignorant people.

Childhood days still tempt her to their
glorious phases of delight “like lam-
bent moonlight”. To her a child is the
prince or the princess of “enkindling
light” in the “river of happiness, moun-
tainous innocence”.  She yearns for re-
turning “to the shells of memories
childhood seashore site”. There is a
pervading sense of loneliness and nos-
talgia in her poems. Intensity of love
with sensuousness is reflective of hers
as well. Moreover, like a true poet of
women, she takes their side. Through
the poignant portrayal of miseries of
Sayori, she brings home the point -
even today we find the Sayori in many
other women of the nation.
Kiriti Sengupta's poems advocate
“spiritual pursuits” and quests in life.
His poetic endeavor lies in unclouding
our souls to “Reach the void, and see
the cage”. In his poetry we find the
ways to unravel the mysteries of the
unexplored facets of human life. How-
ever, he holds the view that “defining
soul is difficult.” His thoughts on
metaphysical aspects of life veer
around the “Nucleus” of mysticism and
spirituality- “Whatever you wish, dar-
ling; remember, the limit is half of a
thousand.” As a spiritual insightful
poet, he perceives the invisible pres-
ence of the Invisible.
The poetic world of Madhumita

Ghosh is replete with love and ro-
mance, in addition to the beauty of na-
ture all around. Symbolical
interpretation of the subtle meaning of
Goddess Kali is testimonial to her firm
faith in the feministic principle of cre-
ation, destroying the evil “racing
across the universe/ to usher in the
good.” The most striking feature of her
poetry is her bold expression of revolts
against the age-old stereotyped social
norms. With her feminist sensibility
she challenges social taboo and the re-
strictions imposed on women desirous
of tasting the ‘forbidden fruit’. On the
other hand, the poetic garden of Mary

Annie A.V. is dotted with beautiful
portrayal of variegated nature with
butterflies of thoughts, humming
around smiling flowers, whistling
winds, vast sea while singing songs of
life, realizing the power of destiny,
making compromise with predicament
in life. She emerges the best with her
striking expressions like “Wheels that
move on/ birth life and death./ Mo-
ments of peace/ sandwiching.” There
are several beautiful images that de-
pict life with its ebbs and tides. Pes-
simistic elements found in her poems
show the positive side of her poetic
writings. She remarks- “I am ripped
open / left to bleed.”
Mohini Gurav’s fascination with
theme of love is remarkable in her
poems. Through the ‘Magic of Love’
she wishes to establish an amicable
empire of peace and harmony in the
world ripped off by the commercial on-
slaughts. Nostalgia is an important
tool that racks up the romance and
love in her.  As a poet of love and ro-
mance she believes that the romantic
smiles have the capability of uplifting
soul to a blissful height. In her poems
she talks about the beautiful relations
and formation of strong bonds. She
puts more emphasis to live a life of
love and joy, as the ‘Time flies’, ‘Leav-
ing the memories behind’. She is
aware of the hard reality of life and
hence suggests that love alone can re-
solve the problems of life- “Language
is misused to/ Create misunderstand-
ings,/ Quarrels and rivalries
many/Which can be solved with love/
Care and concern only.”  She expresses
her anguish over killing girl child.
With true motherly pathos she pleads-
“Save female foeticides./I wish to see
them bloom/ Like the way I do.” She is
also kind to animals and requests
through her poems not to resort to an-
imal butchering. As a lover of peace,
she reiterates to establish harmony in
the world. Her poetry is really a bril-
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liant expression of her thoughts on
various universal things of life.
Moinak Dutta’s poems are his po-
etic outbursts. He opines that true po-
etry is born in the loving heart of a
tormented mind, bringing smiles on
his/ her face, and it provides peace to
their soul. A poem deals with outer
world and the innermost. It has an
eternal promise. It is a thoughtful re-
flection of beauty of nature. A brilliant
and apt use of elegant similes and
metaphors, and personifications to
convey his message is another beauty
of his poetic technique.
In her poems,  Monika Pant deals
with several themes from life, world,
desires and lusts, joy and pleasures,
pain, dreams, illusion, transition, na-
ture, beauty, philosophical quest, jux-
taposing of ethereal and earthly, and
most importantly the renunciation
and emancipation. Her poetry is “A
kaleidoscope of dreams/ emotions dis-
tilled in a cup of poison” on “a painted
picture” of life, in the “perfect world/
like an elusive dream.” She muses
over the futility and transitory of
dreams and world, and desires. She
believes that the emotions pursuits
are obviously painful. With a very
beautiful commentary on the Indian
landscape made during her train jour-
ney, she describes the beauty of pied
nature and then she questions philo-
sophically- “What is this journey, if at
all?/ Who goes where? And who stands
still? “. Further, she reveals her as-
sumption- “Am I the viewer and you
the viewed?/ Or is it you who is watch-
ing over me still? “ Attachment and de-
tachment are one of the real concerns
of the poet.  She has firm faith in dig-
nity of man. “A born heretic, an en-
lightened man,/ A man nevertheless”.
She makes eye-opening remarks-
“Lust for gold, or for the flesh,/ The
deep dark desires within,/ Who knows
how to dislodge a vice?” She sarcasti-
cally underlines- “Steeped in worldly

pleasures-/They are no worse than/
His Holiness desecrated.” And this
summarizes her thoughts at one place.
Payal Pasha expresses her love for
the animals, children and natural ob-
jects. She is moved to see the plight of
beggars. Her poems lie in proper re-
dressing of their problems which find
full expression in her poetry. She ap-
peals to the people to have kindness
for each one here in the world. Some-
times, she turns philosophical and per-
ceives ‘invisible arms’. She believes
‘after all,/What goes around comes
around.’ Her ‘Crusade’ is a triumphant
of her thoughts on love and life. She
rightly says that ‘my love is much
stronger/ than your hate ever will be.’
In ‘Friends’, she prays for warmth of
closeness between two friends as to
her ‘a friend is a mirror that tells the
truth.’ However, in absence of ‘good-
will’, ‘ego rides in the driver’s seat’.
Ananaya S. Guha has great feel-
ings for October as it has his “winter
of longing” and at the same time, ‘wist-
ful’ ‘nostalgia’. “Me, You” is a beautiful
poem with beautiful ideas about ‘mem-
ory“. He is the best in his shortest
poem 'Childhood' with his striking
lines. “We sell our souls/and she sells
her childhood” contains a scathing
satire and also compassion for penuri-
ous children, bereft of happiness of
their childhood. Angad Singh Saluja
deals with many universal facets of
life, evil practices of untouchability
and vices polluting human life, subju-
gation of women being tortured. His
portrayal of caste discrimination and
rape of virtues is haunting and touch-
ing.
Nitin Soni seems to be a poet of re-
alism, who has heart of gold for the
poorer sections of society. His faith in
human values is reflective in his
poems to a larger extent. Like “Trees
are lamenting the separation of
leaves”, he is saddened to see that mis-
eries and sorrow of the world mocks

“at the state of happiness”. However,
there prevails “Naked Silence, naked
reality” everywhere. His is poetry of
protests and revolts against the social
systems, a pinching satire on the cold-
ness of the people.  As a poet of the un-
derprivileged sections of society, he is
sympathetic to their plight with all his
generosity and compassionate heart.
Absurdity of human life, and all our
so-called charitable acts is another
theme that his poetry deals with a
great sense of realism, for “We are tor-
mented creatures of a ‘Silent-bur-
dened-clock’,/ Frustrated by the cycle
of life.”
Perugway Ramkrishna‘s poems
are the realistic portrayal of human
predicament, social realism optimistic
zeal and advocate for the global unity
in the interest of humanity as a whole.
On the other hand, Prabir Roy is apho-
ristic in his brilliant expression of his
ideas. His poetry not only reflects ex-
istential concerns but also weaves
pearls of wisdom with philosophy of
life. The element of cosmic divinity is
sparkling also.
In his poetry, Pradipta Kumar Mo-
hanty presents a comprehensive
overview of human life with all varied
moods and vivid vision. His longing for
the reality, hope in despair, dreams,
love all find a brilliant expression.
There is a perfect blend of romanti-
cism and spirituality culminating into
ecstatic bliss. He explores the ‘novelty/
by crossing every possible boundary’.
With his ‘twinkling, sparkling’ poems
of love, Prahallad Satpathy recalls
his ‘girl poem’, the poetic muse and
goes on to the extent of his own subjec-
tivity. His beautiful description of ‘the
geographical territory’ leads him to the
subtle realm, where he perceives
Death as a silent ‘Intruder’. He is alive
to the realization that ‘life continues in
this earth/ and death continues in this
earth’ and that we are mere players in
‘the celestial drama’ till the end.
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Ram Sharma’s poems are ‘sweet
lull echo of music’ wafting from deep
‘darkness’ with ‘vibrations of positiv-
ity’. He takes his readers to a soulful
sojourn ‘Beyond seeing- beyond mind’
dipping their soul ‘in the vast ocean of
celestial light’. Further, he rightly re-
marks that ‘relations become foggy/
when words become wounds’. He sati-
rizes modern people with no touch of
spirituality- ‘men are drinking petrol
and diesel/ eating their heart and
soul.’ His poetic creed is to ‘revive the
life’ and ‘concrete soul’.
The poems of Ramakanta Das re-
volve around human life with vast en-
velope of celestial light.  He prescribes
the ‘praying words’ of divinity to heal
the hearts writhing in pangs of loneli-
ness on their ‘allotted spot’. He high-
lights the fact of life that we are born
with 'a transitory existence on parole/
in the thickness of harsh realities’.
Only the divine force recharges our life
and redeems us. Spirituality and
aphorism are the hallmark of his po-
etry.
In the days of high-tech age every-
thing is being translated into a virtual
reality. Love, emotion, poetry are all
there with their warmth that the
techno-savvy feels and this feeling has
found a brilliant expression in the po-
etry of Dr Ratan Bhattacharjee. He
presents a world of dreams where love
provides ‘warmth of home’. Love re-
mains forever from the cruel clutch of
Time. That’s why he woos his beloved
to spend some precious times with
him, enjoying to the fullest each and
every moment of life. The apt use of
metaphor and the diction add beauty
to his poetry.
The poetry of Sunil Sharma is a
beautiful tapestry with a fine portrait
of life and diurnal activities being exe-
cuted in Mumbai. From pictorial de-
scription of the monsoon to the sad
plight of the begging people, all these
are wonderfully reflected with a

human touch. His appreciation of
God’s 'wonderful sky’ is quite notewor-
thy. His poetry is the heartfelt outcome
of his keen and minute observation of
objects of nature that provides the
reader with aesthetic pleasure.
Tapeshwar Prasad expresses his
love of nature with all its constructive
and destructive power. Influenced by
pantheistic idea of P B Shelley, he
finds immense significance of nature
in life. Celestial beauty of nature ap-
peals to his soul. Imagistic, aphoristic
expressions captivate the readers with
their subtlety and fluid movement of
thoughts, draped in the “Universal
language of love.’ Despite ‘the worldly
tricks’ and the ‘broken man’ in him, he
tries his best to search for the meaning
in life. His poetry is noted for a won-
derful expression of the inevitability of
death and transience and futility of
life.
Varsha Singh, in her poetry, sings
the glory of unification of love in
proper harmony with the thought and
imagery. She believes that ‘love is ut-
most / without a rule/ which keeps
alive/ the sense of life’ and it’s the sec-
tarian people ‘who made the world/
fractured from within.’ The vivid de-
scription of the earthly beauty is at its
best with ‘grandeur covered with ele-
gance’. Her poems are aglow with ‘sub-
lime radiance’. Her English
translation of Hindi poems is also
much more beautiful that exhibit her
special translation skills.
Vihang A. Naik’s poetry is a mani-
festation of his poetic creed, his cre-
ative vision and beauty, intensity of
strong emotions, philosophy of life,
sense of realism, eco-socio-political
concerns, and existential dilemma. His
poetry has several features, both the-
matically and technically. Love for na-
tive places, personal love, ecological
concerns, ambiguity, beauty of nature,
quest for the meaning in life, poetic vi-
sion are some of the recurring themes

that find a brilliant and frequent ex-
pression in his poems.
Vivekanand Jha’s poems are all
soaked deep in spirituality and pro-
found philosophy which, in perfect
blend, provide ‘a true meaning of life’
despite ‘a cascade of complexities’. His
poetry deals with his insightful
thought that form ‘a shelter and
shadow’ for the tired travelers from
‘heat wave’ of the world. His contem-
plative soul has a quest to ‘illumine’
his darkness. Also, some elements of
satire find a corrective expression.
To sum up, Scaling Heights pro-
vides succor to the soul, joyous beauty
to mind and heart, deep insights and
vision to the people, by scaling down
the height of ever elevating poetic sky-
scraper. This comprehensive anthol-
ogy of 202 poems by fifty six
accomplished talented and emergent
poets from different parts of the coun-
try is very pleasant and enjoyable and
a must read book for all the lovers of
poetry across the world.
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Gurudev  Rabindranath  Tagore  had
once  said  that  a  bird  does  not  fly
in  the  sky  merely  for  delight,  its
main  purpose  lies  in  the  searching
for  food.  Eminent  Bangladeshi  lit-
terateur  Humayun  Ahmed’s  Bengali
novel  ‘Uraalpankhi’  (Flying  Bird)
(2002)  reminds  the  saying  of  Tagore
to  a  great  extent.  Ahmed  has  told
here  the  story  of  birds  like  human
beings  who  are  always  flying  that
is  running  after  terrestrial  comforts
ignoring  all  emotions  and  senti-
ments  which  have  provided  the  su-
premacy  of  human  beings  over
others.  In  today’s  world  one’s  ability
is  judged  mostly  by  the  mundane
achievements  he/she  has  made.
Family,  friendship,  love,  trust,  hu-
manity,  fellow  feeling,  all  such  valu-
able  emotions  are  gradually  taking
back  foot.  People are  becoming  im-
patient.  Moreover  the  problem  of
unemployment  is  making  the  well
educated  young  generation  hopeless
and  intolerant  which  adds  fuel  to
all  the  social  unrest.  The  novel
though  deals  with  such contempo-
rary  themes,  at  last  shows  that
feelings  and  emotions  are  not  dead
among  whole  mankind  completely;
that  it  is  love  and  sympathy  which
conquer  all.

The  novel’s  story  mainly  revolves
around  Muhib,  a  middle-class,
highly  educated  but  unemployed

well  behaved  young  man  who  lives
in  the  city  of  Dhaka  with  his  bach-
elor  uncle,  mother,  and  two  married
elder  bothers.  He  is  greatly  liked  by
all  for  his  good  nature  except  his
family  members  who  often  rebuke
him  for  not  doing  anything  for  fi-

nancial  independence.  Muhib  has
become  like  an  unpaid  house-help
who  is  always  ordered  to  fetch  flour
from  the  grocery  shop,  to  postbox
others’  important  letters,  to  go  the
market  to  buy  Hilsa  fish  for  his
brother  and unmistakably  return  the
change  to  his  sister-in-law  etc.  He
has  already  sat  before  many  inter-
view  boards  but  surprisingly  has
not  been  appointed  anywhere  so  far.
His  father  Shamsuddin  Saheb  lives
separate  from  his  family  for  any
unknown  reason  related  to  a  girl
Jamuna.  All  the  family  members
except  Muhib  have  cut  off  relations
with  him.  He  loves  Muhib  very
much  and  the  latter  comes  to  meet
his  father  at  intervals.  Muhib  has
a  group  of  friends  comprised  some

Uraalpankhi - 
A Bangla Novel 

by Humayun Ahmed/ Anyaprokash Publication
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equally  educated  but  unemployed  young  men.  They
often  sit  together  and  have  a  little  drinking  and  smok-
ing  session  to  temporarily  forget  their  agony  and  de-
spondency.  Muhib  joins  them  but  he  is  freed  from  any
such  addiction.  He  shares  a  special  friendship  with  a
girl,  Nora  who  is  a  singer  and  only  daughter  of  a  rich
father.  One  fine  day  he  again  goes  for  an  interview
and  to  his  surprise  this  time  he  cracks  it.  He  gets  ap-
pointment  letter  of  a  multinational  company  and  is
asked  to  join  it.  Later  he  decides  to  leave  it  when  he
comes  to  know  that  Nora’s  reference  has  brought  him
the  job.
In  the  mean  time  one  member  of  the  friends’  group,
Haroon  suddenly  decides  to  set  his  body  on  fire  in
front  of  the  Press  Club  of  Dhaka  to  protest  against
the  govt.  and  attract  the  notice  of  the  mass  to  the  se-
vere  problem  of  unemployment.  He  pitches  only  an  um-
brella  and  sits  under  it  before  the  Press  Club.  At  first
all  the  members  took  the  matter  lightly  and  join  the
fun.  They fix the time of 12 a.m.  for Haroon’s  self-sacrifice.
They even put up banners and posters to publicise it.  They
try  to  contact  famous  persons  to  come  and  support  the
cause.  The masses too take interest in such an unusual
matter. But  gradually  the  course  of  event  starts  to  take
u-turn  and  it  gets  serious.  The  electronic  and  press
media  come  to  cover  the  issue.  They  take  interviews
of  Haroon.  But  all  the  efforts  fail  to  attract  the  notice
of  the  govt.  and  even  the  opposition  parties.  Gradually
more  people  start  to  gather  around  the  place  to  see
the  fun.  Situation  gets  worsen  as  public  start  demand-
ing  the  fire  incident  to  happen  at  any  cost.  At  this
point  of  time  heavy  rain  comes  to  their  defence  and
disperse  the  public.  The  group  members  straightaway
shift  from  the  place  with  sick  Haroon  to  the  apartment
of  Khayerul  who  is  a  restaurant  owner  and  an  admirer
of  Muhib.  All  of  them  decide  to  go  for  ‘hibernation’
until  people  get  cooled  and  forget  the  incident.  They
arrange for a drinking session.  After  sometime  they  get
heavily  drunk  and  to  the  stupor  of  intoxication  they
suddenly  set  the  whole  third  floor  apartment  on  fire
and  come  downstairs.  At  the  very  moment  Muhib  dis-
covers  that  unwell  Haroon  has  been  left  alone  inside
the  burning  apartment.  He  at  once  moves  towards  the
third  floor  to  save  Haroon.  Next  day  all  the  newspa-
pers  release  on  the  front  page  the  death  report  of  a
rebellious,  brilliant,  and  unemployed  young  man  who
set  himself  on  fire  to  protest  against  the  govt.  and  one
of  his  friends  has  seriously  been  burnt  in  his  effort  to
save  him.  Muhib  is  admitted  to  a  hospital.  His  father
and  all  his  well-wishers  come  there  to  pray  for  him.

The  novel  comes  to  an  end  here.
Humayun  Ahmed  (1948-2012)  was  a  professor  of
Chemistry  in  the  University  of  Dhaka,  Bangladesh  up
to  mid  90s.  Then  he  resigned  from  his  post  to  devote
all  his  time  to  writing  and  film  making.  He  is  popu-
larly  known  among  masses  as  an  author,  dramatist,
and  filmmaker  and  considered  as  the  ‘cultural  legend’
of  Bangladesh.  Ahmed’s  claim  to  fame  was  his  very
first  novel  ‘Nondito  Noroke’  (In  Blissful  Hell)  in  1972
and  after  that  almost  all  of  his  books  remained  in  the
list  of  best  sellers.  The  characters  of  ‘Himu’  and  ‘Misir
Ali’  are  his  two  such  creations  which  have  gained  pop-
ularity  not  only  in  Bangladesh  but  also  to  all  modern
Bengali  literature  lovers.  Some  of  his  books  have  also
been  translated  in  many  other  languages.  Ahmed  was
conferred  with  ‘Ekushey  Padak’,  one  of  the  highest
civilian  honours  in  Bangladesh  for  his  substantial  con-
tribution  to  the  field  of  art  and  literature  along  with
many  other  national  and  international  acclamations.
Ahmed  is  best  known  for  the  representation  of  middle
class  lives;  its  values  and  sentiments  in  his  works.  His
tremendous  popularity  mainly  rests  in  his  use  of  easy
and  lucid  prose  and  this  very  novel  is  no  exception  of
it.  He  wrote  the  novel  some  thirteen  years  ago  but  its
relevance  is  still  very  much  there  in the  society.  The
severe  problem  of  unemployment  in  a  country  always
make  educated  young  generation  frustrated.  Though  the
place  of  the  event  is  Bangladesh,  it  has  transcended
the  place  in  its  appeal  as  we  can  easily  notice  today
such  problem  hence  youth  unrest  everywhere  in  the
sub-continent,  sometimes  in  abroad  too.  The  neglectful
treatment  towards  Muhib  and  his  friends  by  others  is
a  known  picture  to  us.  It  depicts  society’s  growing  ir-
responsibility,  inhumanity  and  indifference.  At  the  same
time  it  also  reminds  that  impulsiveness  takes  us
nowhere  but  to  more  hopelessness  and  destruction.
Lucid  prose  though  provides  an  easiness  in  reading,
sometime  loses  compactness.  This very thing has hap-
pened here also.  Over lucidity  brings  ennui  and  we  find
if  some  otiose  episodes  and  characters  would  have  been
eliminated  from  the  text,  it  would  get  more  solidity.
Actually  the  novel  holds  the  content  of  a  brilliant  short
story  but  Ahmed’s  unnecessary  elongating  of  the  nar-
rative  has  made  it  only  a  good  novel  alleged  with  some
nonsensical  detailing.

Reviewed by Prosenjit Ghosh
A  Teacher, Creative Writer, Independent Researcher,  Book
Reviewer from West  Bengal,  India
Contact:  prosenjitghosh12@gmail.com
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Film Review

“If you don’t have ability you wind up
playing in a rock band.” -Buddy Rich

Ever since I have heard Joker saying
in The Dark Knight (2008), ‘what
doesn’t kill you makes you simply
stranger’, the phrase haunted me, as I
never grasped the acumen behind the
saying till I sawWhiplash, written and
directed by Damien Chazelle. This
movie is criminally conspicuous for
its pernicious perfection that cinema
can deliver. Now, all these negative
adjectives that I’m garlanding this
movie with is for a purpose. This
movie is chaotic, is troubling and will
haunt you as soon as it ends. An art
that doesn’t consume the artist is no
art, and by art I mean here creative
skills of any sort (physical or mental).
Once the artist emerges out from the
turbulence of his creative endeavors,
so rises his emblem that keeps people
in awe for ages. That’s how we have
known all the greats till date and that’s how greats emerge. And this
movie stands out because it brings the turbulence with all itstour de
force before audience.
This story is of a 19-year-old boy Andrew Neiman who is a first
year student in a music school in New York, Shaffer Conservatory,
where he is learning drums. He has been playing drums since he has
been kid, and has dreamt only one dream, to be a great drummer one
day. One day while practicing conductor Terrence Fletcher discovers
him who further recruits him in his studio band. Thus, begins the es-
tranged journey of a teacher and pupil that climaxes with pupil
emerging over all the odds laid down by the teacher and displays the
potential of the legend that he is ought to become. The story looks
simple but it’s not even an iota close to the simplicity with which I
have described the story. There are layers of tension accumulated
within this simple story, which has been successfully brought on the
surface by superlative performances of J K Simmons as the abusive
Jazz instructor Fletcher, and Miles Teller as the determined Andrew.
Across a number of reviews I have seen critics and people showing
their hate for Fletcher as being the mean and obnoxious teacher who
is an evil for his students. But the way I perceived this character was
totally opposite. No doubt he is an evil, but he is a necessary evil.
Andrew understands this and that is why even when he is totally dev-
astated, he does not wish to blame Fletcher for his condition. Andrew
never had a normal childhood. Fletcher understood this and de-

scribed it accurately though viciously
in front of everyone that how his
mother left him and his father because
she saw a failure in his father. Andrew,
thus, wants everything but not the
‘normalcy’ of his father behind the
veil of which he can hide his failings.
Also, Fletcher pushes Andrew out of
his comfort shell to confront his emo-
tions before others. When he coaxes
him in his first session with his band,
he asks him to say it loudly before
everyone that he is upset, and this
turns out to be one of the best, highly
elevated and disturbing scenes from
the movie. The ambitions that Andrew
caters inside his naïve head starts tak-
ing shape only when Fletcher starts
putting him at the center of the odds. I
loved the dinner table conversation
between Andrew and his father and
other family members where he em-
phatically admits, ‘I’d rather die
drunk, broke at 34 and have people at

a dinner table talk about me than live to be rich and sober at 90 and
nobody remembered who I was’. Thus, characters like Andrew and
Fletcher knows only extreme, as they both are driven by their ambi-
tion, one to become the best drummer and the other to produce an-
other Charlie Parker, and they feed on their respective dreams.
You all reading this review, do yourself a favour and watch this
movie. One of the best parts of watching Indie movies are to witness
the budding filmmakers bringing new sense of breathe into story-
telling. Whiplash is a prime example of such cinema. Also, perform-
ances by Miles Teller and J K Simmons are so captivating and
powerful that you will start loving and hating the characters in a mo-
ment, and as per the length of the movie, you all will be driven to
the extremes of opinion just like these characters. Last but not the
least, watch it for its brilliant editing, one of the best in recent
movies, by Tom Cross. The editing at the climax is so sharp, the way
it criss-crosses between musical instruments and characters that it
weaves music of the images. This is an exceptional movie and stands
tall along the sides of Birdman and Foxcatcher as a cinematic feat.
Watch it!

Reviewed by Amar Singh                       
Amar Singh, is a Research Scholar from Department of

English, BHU, working with Prof. Anita Singh on the topic
titled, “Hyperrealism and Christopher Nolan’s Cinematic

Texts.”
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George Sand, a nineteenth century French novelist asserted way
back in 1872: “Art for art’s sake is an empty phrase. Art for the sake
of truth, art for the sake of the good and the beautiful, that is the faith
I am searching for.” Chinua Achebe, a postcolonial African writer
in a trenchant way, goes to the extent of hailing ‘art for art’s sake’ as
“just another piece of deodorised dog shit.”
Art demands a lot of ingenuity whilst
being assertively alert to socio-cultural
maladies. Truly it is an artiste’s prerogative
to conceive cutting-edge expressions to
voice it to as many souls as possible- a mul-
titude of emotions that abode a human
heart; and the prejudices of the degenerate
society. A gargantuan task indeed- which
engages the artists’ in commingling a vari-
ety of techniques : concocting newer crafts
to laundry the system’s rot and affiliating it
with aesthetically tailored recital of events, aimed at enchanting the
senses of the viewers in sync.
The winning dialogue of The Dirty Picture (2011) – “Filmein sirf

teen cheezo ke wajah se chalti hain... entertainment, entertainment
...” garnered a lot of applause in the contextual framework of the
movie but falls deflated and dispirited when assessed scholastically
beyond the precincts of the movie. Not only it puts at risk  the wis-
dom of the cine-goers, who are no more infatuated with Bollywood
masala movies but instead prefer to judiciously spend their time and
money on issue based cinema. It also confines the critical acclaim
and commercial success of a movie to its ‘entertainment quotient’
only brushing aside the thematic concerns and social relevance of
‘substance cinema.’
The Dirty Picture triumphed in ‘stirring the souls’ of its audiences
by inviting them to view in all nakedness; and live outrightly through
the oculus of cinema – an assortment of splendour and pathos in the
lives of the so called ‘sex-symbols’ of the film industry, be it Silk
Smitha of Kollywood – the Tamil language film industry or Marilyn
Monroe of Hollywood. The fictionalised biopic initiated newer de-
bates pivoted around many a feministic discourses. Borrowing words
of Rajat Aroraa- the dialogue writer of the movie, the film dared to
raise questions on how in a patriarchal society: “women are held up
to judgement more easily in roles men have gotten away for ages.”
In the recent past Bollywood is engaged in churning out with élan
and finesse, a banquet of issue based cinema. The list is long but a
few references like Chak de India, Taare Zameen Par, 3 Idiots,Fash-

ion, Queen, Mary Kom, Mardani, Haider and PK are suffice to de-
fine the canon. Dum Laga Ke Haisha (2015) is the latest entrant to
the bandwagon. The romantic comedy under the production aegis of
Yash Raj Films and adroit and foxy direction of sophomore director,
Sharat Kataria; zip codes a number of termini in one go, to name a
few: the Indian obsession with English language, the topsyturviness
of youth under overreaching patriarchal authority, and the issue of
envisioning female bodies as erotic objects only.
The plot of the movie introduces us to Prem Prakash Tiwari
(Ayushmann Khurrana) - as a 25 years old, school dropout, courtesy
his disabling lack of talent to qualify his tenth-standard English
exam. Viewed as a loser by his family especially his father, Prem is
invariably exposed to his father’s ridicule and bullying. Marooned
in his father’s audio cassette-repair shop, hearing to Kumar Sanu’s
timeless melodies comes as a refreshing breather for Prem. A dia-
logue from the movie pertinently describes his state of mind and his
status quo too:
“Teen Cheez hai koi kuch karle meri aankhon se assu tapakne se

na rok sake. Ek to angrezi ka prashn patra,
dusri Kumar Sanu ki awaaj, teesri papaji
ki chappal.”
Undeterred by his dilapidated realities;
Prem -doused and sodden in the film world,
would not happily settle down with a bride,
having even a speck less than the sculpted
look of a cinestar- lithe, taut, and svelte.
Film critic Laura Mulvey’s treatise of ‘cin-
ematic spectatorship’ is quite plausible in
stating ‘the standard operative procedures’

adopted by conventional film makers. Conventional cinema pitches
men as ‘emissaries of voyeuristic gaze’ in both the story and the au-
dience while the female characters hold an “appearance coded for
strong visual and erotic impact.”
Waylaid and entrapped in this psyche, Prem’s inflated male ego is
shattered to smithereens when his family takes a utilitarian decision
of marrying him off to the twenty -two years old, amply qualified,
(aspiring teacher) plus- size but fun-loving and confident Sandhya
Verma (Bhumi Penderkar).
After an inaugural pandemonium Prem and Sandhya’s ‘marriage of
unequals’ mutates into a mushy, lovey-dovey affair. ‘Love comes in
all sizes’ as the tagline of the movie comes alive when Prem gazes at
the true worth of Sandhya. He starts taking pride in consorting- the
educated and intelligent Sandhya. Not only the ‘couple compatible’
dares to participate in “Dum Laga Ke Haisha” contest which entails
the male partner of the duo to shoulder his female chum and run a
race. The joie de vivre of Sandhya goads Prem to backpack his 85
kilos damsel like a trophy. Celebrating his newly-found love, Prem
stretches the race way beyond the winning post by blithely and buoy-
antly taking Sandhya around the entire town in the same posture.
The film manages to denounce and deconstruct unrealistic images
of women’s beauty assuaging both men and women out of its con-
strictive tutelage to live wholesome lives. The movie echoes- bereft
of all sermonising and in all subtlety, the eternal feminine tiding-
“Look at us beyond our bodies.”
Who said- Art is not functional.

Dum Laga Ke Haisha: 
A Feministic Tour de Force

Reviewed by Manjinder Kaur Wratch
The writer is an academician-turned- research scholar who
is having a gala time pursuing her literary interests; her re-
cent stopover being reviewing literary works and penning
homilies on the arty-crafty realm of ‘substance cinema.’
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Three sisters in particular, Ruqaiya, Zarifa and
Shamima, lost their husbands to this conflict and have
been destined to live alone. But they did not lose hope
because they decided to live for their children, to see
them grow up. The widowed sisters reckon that their
struggle has kept them strong enough to raise their
children to be focused individuals with big dreams.
These three widows are the daughters of Abdul Ahad
Lone who hailed from Sheeri, a village six kilometres
away from the town of Baramulla in Kashmir. He was
a retired peon who died in 2013 due to a brain hemor-
rhage.
During college days, when I was 19, Ruqaiya was a
widow living next door whose 29-year-old husband,
Nazir Ahmad Mir, a baker by profession, was killed
during the 2010 unrest on July 30th. As per the media
reports, Mir was shot in the head outside his bakery
shop in Pattan, North Kashmir. Ruqaiya was married
at the age of 24 and widowed at the age of 26. As her
neighbour, we got to know her very well and she would
tell us about her predicaments.
Thirty-year-old Ruqaiya may seem like an ordinary
woman but she is unique and successful in her own
right with a four-year-old son, Amaan, who was just 18-
days-old when he lost his father. Mourners stood hud-
dled around the coffin with bloodshot eyes.
A glimpse of what she faced and conquered in life de-
fines success as the ability to stand strong in the face
of adversity and getting back on one’s feet after suffer-
ing from a great fall. The chronicles of her life give an
enlightening definition of success through a journey of
heartbreak.
“I am living the rest of my life for Amaan. I won’t

marry again; we are not destined to stay happy. My
elder two sisters, Shamima and Zarifa, have also lost

In 2008 and 2010, Kashmir wit-
nessed the most severe and pop-
ular anti-India movement leading
to the death of more than 200 in-
dividuals, mostly teenagers. The
decade’s old conflict has given
birth to many widows and half-
widows. The men who died in the
Kashmir conflict can never come
back, but their memories bring
joy as well as pain to their fami-
lies who are yearning to see their
graves.

“Ro rahihaiyehzameen, 
rorahahaiaasmaan.”

(The earth is wailing, the sky is 
wailing)

The birth of widows in 
conflict ridden Kashmir

By Tahir Ibn Manzoor                   

Tahir Ibn Manzoor is a freelance writer/blogger from
Indian-administered Kashmir. He tweets @TahirIbn-
Manzoor (twitter.com/TahirIbnManzoor)

Antardwand
The Inner Conflict | Guest Column
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their husbands as a result of this war.
I would love to make hundreds of sac-
rifices in order to keep Amaan happy,”
said Ruqaiya with tears rolling down
her cheeks.
“We were informed by the police that
he had died of a heart attack. But
when his dead body reached Sheeri,
the doctors who examined the body
said that he had sustained a bullet in-
jury to his head. I suddenly went
numb and don’t remember anything
after that,” recalls Ruqaiya.
Ruqaiya and her son are now living
with her mother.
This is the story of the three widows.
On a beautiful summer day in Sheeri
village, a soft tinge of green lent fresh-
ness to the cool breeze outside. I sat
near a window in my room, sipping on
tea and immersing myself in the
beauty of nature looking at faraway
snow-capped mountains in the hori-
zon. Sheeri is situated in the North of
Kashmir near Baramulla. It lies in the
lap of mountains, surrounded by or-
chards and paddy fields, it paints a
picturesque landscape.
I looked into my neighbour’s court-

yard and saw Ruhi, a school going girl,
chatting with Ruqaiya who was feed-
ing the infant in her lap. Ruhi was
holding a bucket filled with water and
asked Ruqaiya for her son’s name.
“I’ll name him Curfew as he was born
during the 2010 unrest,” Ruqaiya
replied with a smile.
Ruhi broke into laughter and replied,
“Name him Azaad (free) since we are
fighting for freedom since ages.”
The sound of clanking utensils, birds
chirping, animals grazing and children
playing filled the air. The morning
breeze picked up speed. Leaves around
Ruqaiya and Ruhi shivered. Ruqaiya
told Ruhi with a smirk that the baby’s
father is arriving by evening.
“We will both decide his name. I will
let you know whether he’s going to be
Azaad, Curfew or something else.”
Ruqaiya was oblivious to the events
that would transpire in the coming
hours.
She ended up naming the baby
Amaan. He cried every time his lean
mother, with swollen eyes and a scar
on her hand fed him. It was afternoon
now. The weather turned gloomy in

the poverty stricken settlement. Puffs
of clouds hung in the air like a curse.
Darkness consumed the village. It was
an unusual phenomenon.
I heard Amaan weeping. I had a
strange feeling that something bad
was about to unfold. I saw everyone
running around and leapt for my
pheran (a traditional cloak). I over-
heard that someone had died; another
innocent life taken by the oppressor.
The village wailed. I saw women
mourning. Amaan’s mother fainted.
Amidst the hysterical sobs, Amaan
burst into tears. Blood curdling scenes
from my neighbour’s courtyard made
me teary eyed. God wept in heaven
and it began to rain in Kashmir.
The gloom of autumn overshadowed
the liveliness of spring in Ruqaiya’s
courtyard. I felt paralysed as I
watched through my window. Men
were carrying a coffin on their shoul-
ders. They entered the courtyard and
placed it on the ground. A teenage girl
could be seen amongst the wailing
crowd, beating her chest and pulling
her hair. She walked towards the cof-
fin. She slipped, regained her balance
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and found her way to the coffin. She closed her eyes
and opened the box. Nazir was lying peacefully in
it; Ruqaiya’s husband and the father of her child.
His body was pierced with bullets. I could see his
body through my window. For some, birth is joy and
death is awful. One is born weak and can die pow-
erful. Some die hungry, some die in joy, some in
pain, and some for freedom. Death itself is a name,
death is fame, death frees the soul, death is purity.
The path to death can lead us to heaven or hell, as
He has the key. The day shall come when the dead
will come to life and set us all free.
Zarifa, Ruqaiya’s elder sister, got married in 1980
to a labourer, Mohammad Sultan. Among their
three children, one son was picked by the army for
having internal links with militants.
“Life has been a struggle, longing for my husband
and feeding my children. My husband used to re-
ceive threats from militant groups to refrain from
going to the army camp. But he was going there for
his son, to get him released,” said Zarifa.
Sultan used to visit the nearby army camp every
day in order to get his son released. After three
months, his son was released.
“Just after finishing dinner, Sultan went to the
bathroom and suddenly the electricity went off. I
was searching for a candle in the room. I heard
some men outside our house speaking in Urdu and
yelling at each other. A minute later, I heard three
to four gunshots and I hurried outside with the lit
candle and saw my husband lying in a pool of blood.
He was dead. I somehow dragged him inside and
called for help.” recalls Zarifa while breaking down.
Ali Mohammad Bhat, also known as SherDil, was
a militant turned Special Operations Group mem-
ber in the Kashmir police. He was a hero for poor
families in the Narvaw region of Baramulla dis-
trict. Some alleged that he used to loot and plunder.
Bhat was married to Shamima, Ruqaiya’s eldest
sister, Shamima is now 47-years-old and they had
two children, Tanveer and Nayeem.
It was one of the darkest days for Bhat’s family as
the cold wave gripped the village. On December 28,
1998, Bhat was killed in an IED blast at Wagoora.
“When my husband and his aides stopped near a
shop in WangamWagoora, after a few minutes, a
grenade exploded and my husband died on the spot.
My son and daughter did not eat anything for
weeks.” murmured Shamima.

“In those days, I used to persuade him to leave his
assigned job, begged him to live a normal life for
the sake of our children. But he always refused say-
ing, militants would kill him,” added Shamima.
Bhat’s son, Tanveer, left his schooling in 2007; al-
most a decade after his father was killed. At the age
of 17, Tanveer started working at a medical shop in
order to overcome the financial constraints faced by
his family following his father’s death. Tanveer is
now 23-years-old and supports his family as he is
the eldest and only male of the house; hence the re-
sponsibility lies on his shoulders.
“I started working at a very young age, which
would not have been possible if my father would
have been alive. It would have taken me years to
earn after finishing school. Also, I tried hard to stay
in touch with my books, but it was not possible
after my father’s death,” said Tanveer.
Shamima does not shy away from admitting that
her son works at a medical shop to pay off the debts
and earn for his family.
“A house without a husband is a challenge,” says
Shamima. “I have taken debt from people and I
have to pay it back. If my son won’t help me, then
who will?”
She admits that work conditions are not healthy
for her son but says that they do not have any other
option.
“I remember when my sister, brother and I used
to go for picnics, our father used to visit in his jeep
to pick us and our friends. I wish he was alive to
see his children prospering in life, and could see his
daughter Kulsoom getting married,” recalls Tan-
veer.
“I hardly remember papa’s death as I was only
two, but his death taught us a lot. We won’t let our
mother face the difficulties alone. I want to become
a social activist to serve my people,” says Tanveer.
At times, one wonders why widows like Ruqaiya,
Zarifa and Shamima, amongst thousands of others
live, their lives in misery. One should have a lot of
admiration for them because they lead an ex-
tremely difficult life, a life nobody would want to
live in this conflict-ridden region.
The three sisters never married again and have
been living together since.
“A house without a husband is a challenge, living
alone was in our fate.” – The three widows
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In the words of the
poet -"Poetry can-

not be
bangled,chained or
kept into prison. It
breaks all the barri-
ers and emerges as
an unbangled, liber-
ated entity in any

consequence. There-
fore, you don't write
poems, they prod
themselves to be

written."

The book is a collec-
tion of vivid poems
describing the vari-
ous aspects of life,
humanity, love, pain
and social evils and
wrong practices that
are still present in
our so called "free
society". Few poems
are satirical and the
way she has ex-

pressed the satire is
quite noteworthy. 

The unique thing
about her poems is
that she expresses
them in the most
simplest way as if
she is scribbling

down her emotions
and ideas which

seems to be residing
in her subconscious

mind.

- Reviewed by Rahul
Ahuja
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